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ABSTRACT

Fast-timescale Control Strategies for Demand Response in Power Systems

by

Ian Beil

Chair: Ian Hiskens

Power system operators are tasked with providing reliable electricity to their cus-

tomers, and maintaining a continuous balance between generation and load is crucial

to this objective. As electricity consumption has trended upward around the globe,

the gap between capacity and peak demand continues to shrink, forcing grids closer to

their operational limits. Traditionally, this trend has been mitigated by correspond-

ing increases in generation capacity. However, concerns over carbon emissions from

fossil fuel plants have lead to increased penetration of non-dispatchable renewable

generation into the grid such as wind and solar, making the balancing of generation

and load more difficult. For these reasons, demand-side strategies, which modulate

load in a controllable manner, have been proposed as a way to add flexibility to the

grid.

Resources with innate flexibility in their load profile are particularly suited to de-

mand response (DR) applications. This dissertation examines two such loads: heat-

ing, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and plug-in electric vehicle

(PEV) fleets. HVAC systems operate throughout the day, and can vary the timing of

when they draw power due to the thermal inertia inherent to their associated build-

ing(s). Meanwhile, PEVs typically only draw power for a fraction of the day, but offer

very fast response times and, in aggregate, may in the future represent a significant

(and flexible) load on the network.

The HVAC portion of this dissertation places emphasis on sub-hourly DR strate-

gies, which is the timescale at which power system ancillary services typically operate.

It explore the efficacy of using commercial HVAC for DR applications by employing

an experimental testbed incorporating a 30,000 m2 office building. The quality of
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performance, in terms of accuracy in perturbing the load in a desired manner, as

well as the efficiency of this process, and the profitability of such an endeavor, are

analyzed in detail.

The PEV portion of this dissertation examines ways to control aggregate PEV

power consumption in an environment in which communication resources are limited.

Initial research examines how to mitigate the total load on distribution transformers

with attached PEVs, in order to prevent overheating. The scope then expands to

examine how a group of vehicles can be controlled to track a reference signal. It also

utilizes optimal control strategies for modulating PEV load while limiting the number

of potential control actions.

Overall, this dissertation provides new and useful ways to modulate load in or-

der to integrate demand-side resources. These advances contribute to the growing

paradigm of increased control in the electric grid, providing more flexibility to ac-

commodate renewable resources, more efficient use of available generation assets, and

ultimately, a grid that uses less fossil fuels and emits less carbon into the environment.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Electrical power systems are often considered the largest machines in the world.

They provide one of the essential resources of all modern economies, serve billions

of customers, and operate at very high reliability factors. However, as the scientific

evidence for human-driven climate change has mounted [112, 115, 129], policymakers

have turned their attention to ways in which carbon dioxide emissions can be curbed.

In the U.S. regulatory environment, this has resulted in stricter regulations on fossil

fuel power plant emissions [30] as well as state-mandated minimum levels of renewable

power, termed renewable portfolio standards [106, 131]. These factors have spurred

an increase in the amount of wind and solar power generation on the grid.

While these resources are far less carbon intensive than fossil fuel plants, the phys-

ical phenomena that they rely on - wind and sunlight - are highly stochastic, making

their generated power much less controllable. Thus, accommodating a generation

portfolio with a large percentage of renewable resources requires a paradigm shift

away from the traditional generation dispatch model.

1.1 Traditional Power System Operation

Power system operation lies at the confluence of engineering, economics, and pub-

lic policy, and the regulatory framework that governs how grids are operated varies

from country to country and state to state. In the discussion that follows, the de-

tails refer specifically to deregulated US electricity markets, although many of the

core concepts are shared both by vertically integrated utilities in the US, and by

international markets.

At the most basic level, power system operators seek to match generated power

to the (traditionally uncontrolled) load, while ensuring that engineering constraints

on the grid, such as generator real and reactive power capabilities, generator ramp
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rates, and transmission line current limits, are not violated. Imbalances between

generation and load are physically expressed through the frequency of alternating

current (AC) power in the grid - nominally 60 Hz in the US - such that a surplus

of generation causes the frequency to rise, and a deficit of generation causes the

frequency to drop. Due to the relatively limited storage capabilities of existing power

systems, any imbalance requires swift control actions so that the power system can

remain in a stable operating region.

This balance is achieved through a hierarchical control structure. The different

levels of control, listed from slowest to fastest timescale, are as follows:

• Unit Commitment determines which generators should be activated in the

near future, typically 24-48 hours in advance. Relies on general forecasts of the

next day’s load based on historical data, anticipated weather, etc.

• Economic Dispatch uses market signals to dispatch power to participating

generators while adhering to grid constraints. Often features several timescales

such as as one-hour ahead and real-time.

• Automatic Generation Control (AGC) is used both to correct system fre-

quency and account for tie-line imbalances between portions of the power system

at faster (10 s - 10 min) timescales [132].

• Governor action takes places automatically through the governors that con-

trol synchronous machine generators. Small deviations in the frequency are

corrected by adjusting the power output of the generators at fast timescales,

with the speed of response determined by the generator fuel type and corre-

sponding governor design.

1.1.1 Market Operation

In deregulated utility environments, markets are used to influence generator be-

havior in order to ensure smooth and continuous operation of the power system. Typ-

ically, markets are operated by neutral organizations, which in the U.S. are referred

to as Regional Transmission Operators (RTO) and Independent System Operators

(ISO).

There are several types of markets used in power system operations. Energy

markets are used to assign power setpoints to participating generators in order to

match the demand on the network. Capacity markets provide incentive to build new

2



generation resources by compensating generators for the total power they are capable

of providing (even if this full quantity is not utilized).

Beyond these markets, generators can also (and are sometimes required to) par-

ticipate in ancillary services markets, which include secondary services such as black

start capabilities (the ability to self start a generator without external grid support)

and reserve power. The service most germane to this dissertation is frequency reg-

ulation, which determines the pool of generators that provide AGC in a given area.

Synchronous generators within a control area initially respond to a deviation in sys-

tem frequency with governor action. When a disturbance becomes large enough, an

area control error (ACE) develops1 within a balancing authority, and this ACE signal

is broadcast to the generators participating in frequency regulation. These genera-

tors then adjust their governor setpoints to account for the ACE signal, eventually

restoring the frequency to nominal [47].

Ancillary service markets operate using mechanisms similar to energy markets.

They typically feature a bid-based auction-style market design, where all participants

are compensated at the clearing price of the market. In the case of frequency regula-

tion markets, the bid process may be broken down further. Participating generators

submit several bid components that take into account the capacity of power they

provide as well as the cost to the generator of adjusting its output, which changes

the heating dynamics and therefore the marginal cost of providing power (see for

example [35], which discusses these details within the PJM Interconnect).

1.2 Demand Response

Demand response (DR) is one way to manage reduced flexibility and increased

variability on the generation side. At its most basic, DR is the process of adjusting

load to help maintain generation/load balance. Under this definition, DR procedures

have existed for decades. Load shedding, in which utilities cut power to portions of the

grid during sudden generation shortfalls [4,89,121], is perhaps the most extreme and

rudimentary example. Since the 1970’s, utilities have also experimented with a variety

of demand-side programs [9], including direct control of customer equipment [49, 53,

56,98], as well as pricing mechanisms to influence consumer behavior [51,109,110].

Traditionally, these demand-side strategies operated on multi-hour timescales, a

rate far slower than the power dynamics inherent to wind and solar generators. How-

ever, in recent years power system communication equipment has become cheaper and

1An ACE signal can also result from tie-line imbalances between balancing authorities [132]
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more ubiquitous. These advances have encouraged researchers to explore the use of

DR control for the purpose of accommodating renewable generator power variation.

The possibility of fast-timescale DR control has also spurred regulatory action.

In 2011, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commision (FERC) issued two key rulings.

FERC Order 7452 stipulates that DR resources can bid reductions in load into capac-

ity markets in the same manner (and with the same compensation) that generators

bid in their capacity [33]. Similarly, FERC Order 755 prohibits DR resources from

being discriminated against in frequency regulation markets, and also requires fair

compensation for these resources [34].

These decisions have led transmission operators to redesign their market struc-

tures in order to accommodate DR resources. The pace of market change has varied

regionally within the U.S. [64,84], and one of the more mature markets that currently

accommodates DR resources is the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnec-

tion (PJM). Several of the chapters that follow use test signals and historical data

taken from the PJM Regulation Market, because this market has operated success-

fully for several years, and because the rules governing this market are transparent

and readily available [35, 36]. Although this dissertation uses PJM as an example, it

is believed that the nascent DR markets in other ISO/RTOs will soon become more

established and robust, and that the analysis herein will apply more generally to a

variety of transmission operator environments.

1.3 Scope of the dissertation

This work examines demand-side strategies for modulating loads at faster timescales

than has typically been attempted in industry, and at which compensation for renew-

able generator variability becomes viable. Specifically, the dissertation addresses two

potential DR sources: heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems

in commercial buildings, and plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs). While the dynamics,

prevalence, and control capabilities of these two types of loads differ significantly,

both resources are capable of providing flexibility in their power demand, and both

experience challenges when operated at fast timescales.

2As of publication, FERC Order 745 had been vacated by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit, although this decision has been staid until the case appears before the
U.S. Supreme Count in October 2015 [114]
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1.3.1 Commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems

HVAC systems are responsible for maintaining a certain climate within a building,

in order to maintain occupant comfort, provide necessary ventilation, and protect

equipment such as heat-sensitive servers. This dissertation focuses on commercial

HVAC systems, in contrast to residential units. Residential HVAC systems usually

employ a simple hysteresis controller to achieve climate control3, whereas commer-

cial HVAC systems are typically controlled in a hierarchical structure, with several

interrelated control loops driving the thermal and electrical dynamics of the system.

In 2014, commercial building accounted for 18.7% of total U.S. electricity con-

sumption [126], and thus these buildings represent a significant load on the grid.

Furthermore, the thermal envelope inherent to large buildings effectively creates a

low-pass filter that smooths out short term changes in heating and cooling levels.

This buffering effect should in theory allow building HVAC systems to adjust their

thermal output (and therefore manipulate building electricity consumption) on the

short-term without significantly affecting occupant comfort.

In practice, these DR ideas have mostly been carried out in trials over multi-hour

timescales [41, 63, 102] in which the focus was communication between some central

entity and the commercial buildings. At these timescales, the transient dynamics of

the HVAC system are less critical, because the building only spends a fraction of time

in this condition before reaching a new steady-state operating point. However, as the

speed of DR control increases, these transient dynamics tend to dominate the system

response, making it more difficult to control HVAC electricity consumption.

Several studies [52,74,85,142] have attempted to quantify this transient response

both theoretically and experimentally, and to design controllers that can regulate

HVAC power consumption at these fast timescales. The work presented in this dis-

sertation adds the following contributions:

• Chapter II reviews the recent studies on fast-timescale DR control in commer-

cial HVAC systems, and places these various control methodologies in context.

Then, it presents experimental results collected from a 30,000 m2 office build-

ing, in which a control methodology that had not been previously tested for fast

timescale DR control - termed thermostat set-point offset - is used to adjust fan

power within the building. Standardized benchmarking criteria from the PJM

interconnect are used to compare the results of these tests to the performance

3Note that an aggregated population of residential HVAC units can create its own set of complex
dynamics which can be used for DR control [66,69,99]
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metrics of the other methods. Finally, the chapter discusses the merits and

drawbacks of each of the potential control methodologies.

• Chapter III examines the control penalty of an HVAC system providing DR

control, in terms of the reduction to system efficiency. Using a set of experi-

ments designed to push the limits of the HVAC system transient response, it is

determined that the energy penalty can be significant compared to the magni-

tude of DR power being provided. This is shown to be the case when considering

solely the fan power consumption, as well as the combined consumption of both

the fans and chillers.

The main new contributions to the literature from the HVAC portion of the dis-

sertation are as follows:

• A summary of the potential control inputs that can be used to achieve HVAC

DR in a commercial building, as well as a summary of the performance of various

previous studies and the studies presented herein.

• The first experimentally-derived performance metrics for the temperature off-set

method in a commercial building providing DR.

• Identification of excess energy expenditures that occur when the testbed build-

ing is exposed to DR input signals.

• Confirmation that this excess expenditure of energy occurs even when account-

ing for the effects of chiller power consumption within the building.

1.3.2 Plug-in Electric Vehicle loads

A PEV is any vehicle incorporating onboard battery storage that must charge

these batteries from the terrestrial power system. Compared to commercial HVAC

systems, PEVs currently represent a very small load on the grid. As of May 2015,

an estimated 43,065 PEVs had been sold in the U.S. since their introduction in

December 2010, out of a total of 6.79 million vehicles sold in that timeframe - a

market penetration of only 0.64% [29]. Projections of future market penetration

for PEVs vary significantly [28, 91, 125]; however, studies agree that PEV sales will

likely continue their upward trend over the next several decades, suggesting that steps

should be taken now to ensure that this additional load will be managed adequately

in the future.
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Individually, a PEV has a battery capacity on the order of 10-100 kWh4. The

electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) that provides electricity to the battery is

standardized to provide power at as high as 240 V, 80 A, 19.2 kW [123], although the

EVSE for smaller battery cars tends to lie more in the 240 V, 15-30 A, 3.3-6.6 kW

range.

At these power levels, a large population of PEVs could have a significant effect

on power system dynamics. An uncontrolled PEV fleet could lead to problems both

at the transmission level, where PEV loads have the potential to exacerbate capacity

issues at peak load times [39, 83], and at the distribution level, where the additional

load could cause overheating of substation and distribution transformer loads [44,

57] as well as distort voltage profiles and increase network losses [25, 60, 76]. Even

moderate gains in PEV sales will therefore necessitate some form of charging control,

in order to mitigate these issues.

A controllable PEV fleet, in addition to avoiding detrimental grid effects, also has

the potential to provide DR services to the grid. Given that vehicles are often parked

for a longer period of time than is necessary to fully recharge their batteries, there is

an inherent flexibility in the PEV load. Furthermore, power electronics in the EVSE

are capable of adjusting power at very fast timescales, meaning that a well-regulated

PEV fleet has the capability to adjust its load at a rate similar to the variability of

wind and solar generation.

A major challenge in regulating a fleet of PEVs lies in the lack of existing control

and communication architecture. Vehicles connect with the electrical grid at the

distribution level. Due to the large and dispersed nature of distribution grids, utilities

prioritize cost when designing these systems. Therefore there is a limited number of

sensors and actuators available for observation and control. In this environment, care

must be taken when designing PEV fleet control algorithms to ensure that they take

into account communication and computation constraints.

While there have been many studies on PEV fleet control, few focus on the limited

communication environment present at the distribution level. This dissertation adds

the following contributions to the field:

• Chapter IV investigates the effects of PEV load on a distribution transformer.

A distributed control algorithm with minimal communication requirements is

employed to regulate the thermal load on a transformer. The chapter also ex-

plores the voltage profile and power dynamics that result when this algorithm

4For example, the first generation Chevrolet Volt was equipped with a 16 kWh battery [90], while
the 2015 Telsa Model S P85D features an 85 kWh battery pack [122].
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is implemented on a standardized test distribution network. Finally, this chap-

ter identifies scenarios in which the control algorithm can experience non-ideal

performance.

• Chapter V develops a hierarchical control structure in order to regulate PEV

power consumption for reference tracking purposes, while still adhering to distri-

bution transformer constraints. The performance of this algorithm is quantified

in the presence of communication delay. The limitations of the algorithm and

its effects on the battery state-of-charge are discussed in detail.

• Chapter VI uses an optimal control approach to solve the PEV reference track-

ing problem. In this design, the controller uses a limited-bandwidth constraint

to reformulate the problem in a way that takes into account the communication

architecture. A model predictive controller is employed to adjust PEV load to

track a signal without anticipatory knowledge of future signal data points. The

performance of this method is compared to the previously suggested control

schemes.

The main new contributions to the literature from the PEV portion of the disser-

tation are as follows:

• A validation of the AIMD algorithm for use on radial distribution systems in

the presence of high PEV concentration.

• The development of an optimal controller that utilizes the constrained commu-

nication method for controlling PEV charging.

• The ability to provide temperature-based transformer overload protection in

both cases.
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CHAPTER II

Demand Response using Heating, Ventilation, and

Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems

2.1 Introduction

The proportion of wind and solar resources on the grid is rapidly increasing in

response to energy policies that are encouraging less carbon-intensive generation

portfolios. A heightened reliance on non-dispatchable resources results in less avail-

able generation-side control, increasing the difficulty of operating power systems. To

counter this trend, more emphasis is being placed on demand-side strategies to bal-

ance generation and consumption through adjustment of load from its nominal value.

Demand Response (DR) is a broad class of demand-side control strategies that

span wide timescales and magnitude and accuracy of response. Real-time pricing

may be used to achieve DR [3,11,50,111]; however, regulators have so far been reluc-

tant to continuously expose retail customers to the volatility of wholesale electricity

rates [108]. Instead, DR has typically been implemented using direct load control

such as emergency load shedding [4,121] or via long-term contracts that provide low

energy prices for the right to curtail load [1, 10, 53, 97]. Voluntary sustained DR is

encouraged by fixed, time-of-use pricing or infrequent price increases during extreme

system events, e.g. critical peak pricing [97].

Ancillary services (AS) markets are emerging as an alternative method to engage

DR in power system control and as an additional source of compensation for customers

capable of providing DR functionality. In particular, frequency regulation markets

have opened up to non-traditional resources [58,64,83,84]. The rules governing these

nascent markets are still in flux, but to qualify for participation, DR resources must

pass performance benchmark tests and maintain acceptable performance scores over

the full time interval of participation [36].
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Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems within commercial

buildings are an attractive source of DR. As a significant portion of commercial

building electricity consumption, they could create a considerable resource when ag-

gregated across a sufficient number of buildings. Furthermore, a building’s thermal

mass buffers short-term fluctuations in net thermal load, enabling DR to perturb

HVAC operation and its electrical consumption around nominal conditions with lim-

ited impact on occupant comfort.

This chapter discusses different control strategies for providing frequency regu-

lation DR from commercial HVAC systems and components, and compares perfor-

mance results from the presented experiments and from experiments and simulations

of other researchers. In particular, it considers the physical variables used to provide

this control—direct control of fan speed or indirect control through manipulation of

air mass flow rates, supply air pressure, or thermostat set-points—and the trade-offs

between open-loop and closed-loop DR control. To illustrate these ideas, it presents

experimental data from a ∼30,000 m2 commercial office building where the HVAC

electrical demand is modulated to track PJM qualification and historical frequency

regulation signals. Performance of the HVAC system DR control is compared against

standardized metrics [35].

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides an

introduction to market-based frequency regulation from DR resources. Section 2.3

reviews typical commercial HVAC system architecture and the properties of several

control methodologies for providing frequency regulation from commercial HVAC

systems. Section 2.4 reviews and compares experimental and simulation results from

other researchers and from new experiments performed by the authors. Section 3.2

presents experimental results on the energy costs incurred while providing frequency

regulation from the experimental testbed. Finally, Section 3.7 offers a conclusion and

suggestions for future work.

2.2 An Emerging Demand Response Market

As discussed in Section 1.2, in the US, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

(FERC) mandates Independent System Operators (ISO) and Regional Transmission

Organizations (RTO) to provide several ancillary services (AS) to ensure power system

operability, including maintaining the system frequency at its nominal value. For

significant frequency deviations, generating units respond locally through individual

governor action [132], i.e. primary frequency regulation. Currently, primary frequency
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regulation is not compensated. Governor droop characteristics cannot completely

restore nominal frequency, and centrally-controlled secondary frequency regulation

[59, 132] is used for this purpose. Participating resources adjust their active-power

set-point according to a system-wide signal and are compensated through market

mechanisms that exist in several electrical grids.

Secondary frequency regulation is typically provided by synchronous generators,

but recent changes, most notably FERC Order 745 [33], have promoted demand-side

resource participation. Order 745 requires that DR resources be fairly compensated

in frequency regulation markets using performance-based metrics. Economic stud-

ies [17, 65] suggest that DR from the industrial and commercial sectors may soon be

competitive with current AS market clearing prices, although the situation varies sig-

nificantly from market to market. For a survey of the DR policy environment within

various ISO/RTOs, see [64] and [84]. In one example, the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-

Maryland (PJM) Interconnection has moved to accommodate increased DR into its

frequency regulation market by providing a near-real-time market structure and al-

lowing aggregation of a customer’s demand assets [84].

However, as initially detailed in Section 1.3.1, participation in the PJM Demand

Response Frequency Regulation Market [35,36] (and similar markets) requires control

actions on much shorter timescales and with higher tracking accuracy than previous

DR applications. To enter and remain in these markets, participants must pass per-

formance tests against standard benchmarks and maintain acceptable metric-based

operational performance. Section 2.4 provides further details on these benchmarks

and metrics and examines the performance capabilities of a commercial HVAC sys-

tem.

2.3 Demand Response Control in Commercial HVAC Appli-

cations

Buildings contain multiple electricity-consuming systems including lighting, com-

puting loads, and security systems, as well as HVAC equipment. The last is uniquely

qualified for DR participation because perturbations of an HVAC system (when well-

designed) have a minimum impact on occupant comfort. Modulation of HVAC opera-

tion causes corresponding changes in the temperature of the occupied spaces, but the

thermal mass of the building tends to buffer these effects, such that the temperature

changes may be imperceptibly small (ex. 1-2◦C) to the building occupants. On the

contrary, lighting systems provide a load that is adjustable at faster timescales and
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higher accuracies, but the flickering and outright darkness that would result make

DR participation for lighting systems practically impossible.

Commercial and residential HVAC DR both have unique challenges. Residential

HVAC units are controlled individually by simple hysteresis controllers that regu-

late building temperature within a specified deadband. The challenge occurs when

controlling large aggregations of these individually small thermostatically-controlled

loads (TCLs). Recent research has used simple first-order thermal models to describe

this aggregate behavior and develop model-based control techniques [15,66,68,69,81].

In contrast, individual commercial HVAC systems (the focus of this manuscript)

can provide a much larger controllable load than individual residential units. How-

ever, commercial HVAC systems have complex integrated subsystems, often featuring

a variety of electricity-consuming equipment and interdependent control loops that

create self-correcting behavior. Consequently, perturbing the electrical load of a com-

mercial HVAC system to track a frequency regulation reference signal is a challenging

task.

Previous experimental DR work using commercial HVAC systems focused on peak

shaving applications and typically consisted of infrequent reductions in load sustained

over multi-hour timescales. For example, [102] demonstrated hour-long load shed-

ding across geographically disparate commercial buildings under dynamic electrical

pricing, and [92] utilized critical peak electricity pricing. The experiments in [117]

(multi-day timescales) and [94] (one-hour intervals) examined energy use in Euro-

pean commercial buildings, which often have different HVAC architectures than our

own testbed building (specifically, they lack variable air volume units, discussed in

Subsection 2.3.1).

The relatively infrequent but time-extended DR (load reductions only) discussed

above can be accomplished by shutting down HVAC equipment or otherwise curtailing

HVAC operations. DR participation in non-spinning reserve markets was investigated

in [62], in which the relevant buildings met a 10-minute response time criterion re-

quired for market participation, and maintained service for 2-hour intervals. However,

a frequency regulation service operates continuously at a sub-hourly timescale with

both increases and decreases in load, and market performance metrics require a more

accurate response than load curtailment. A better understanding of HVAC system

architecture is needed to design a frequency regulation control system for commercial

HVAC DR.
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Figure 2.1: A generalized HVAC system layout representative of the testbed used in
previous experiments [43] as well as the work presented in Chapters II
and III. It is composed of two main loops. The first is a water loop that
circulates water between the chiller plant and air-to-water heat exchang-
ers, where the water loop interfaces with the air loop. In the air loop,
fans in the Air Handling Units (AHUs) force warm return air from the
conditioned spaces through the air-to-water heat exchangers where it is
cooled and then delivered as supply air to the inlets of variable air volume
(VAV) units. Thermostats (T) in the conditioned spaces regulate VAV
damper positions to control the amount of cooled air entering a condi-
tioned space. Another thermostat on the chilled water loop regulates the
chilled water flow to control the temperature of the cooled air supplied to
the VAVs. A pressure sensor at the outlet of the AHUs regulates the fan
speed to maintain a constant pressure for the supply air.
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2.3.1 Typical Commercial HVAC Architecture

Commercial building HVAC systems come in a variety of architectures, with larger

systems often being custom designed. However, HVAC systems often share many

properties; for instance, the architecture used in the experiments presented in Chap-

ters II and III (see Fig. 2.1) is functionally similar to the experiments [43,74,85] and

simulations [74, 142] of other researchers. The HVAC system of interest consists of a

central chiller plant that distributes chilled water to heat exchangers in several inde-

pendent air handling units (AHU). Each AHU contains a fan that circulates warm

return air through the heat exchangers to supply cold air to the conditioned spaces.

The flow of cold air into each space is regulated by a damper valve in a variable air

volume (VAV) unit. Physically collocated VAVs are grouped together and connected

via ductwork to a common AHU supply point (see Fig. 2.1). The testbed building

contains four AHUs, each serving ∼100 VAVs. The supply air fan and associated

variable frequency drive (VFD) in each AHU is controlled to generate a constant air

pressure at the supply point.

Unlike the discrete, hysteretic control in residential HVAC units, the error signal

from the conditioned-space thermostats is the input to a local proportional-integral-

derivative (PID) controller that continuously varies the VAV damper valve opening

between 100% (fully open) to about 20-30% open [93]. The lower limit ensures the

conditioned space always receives the required minimum level of ventilation. The

local PID controller and the mechanical response time of the damper valve determine

the rate at which the air flow responds to changes in the thermostat error signal.

Typical response times are ∼1 minute in addition to any communication latency.

The heat removed from the warm return air is absorbed by the chilled water, which

is circulated back to the chiller plant. The chillers remove this heat and reject it to

the ambient environment (see Fig. 2.1). There are two controls on the chilled water

loop. First, water valves regulate the supply of chilled water to each air-to-water

heat exchanger to control the AHU supply air temperature. A second controller

regulates the chilled water outlet temperature by adjusting the number of chiller

compressor units that are engaged. Both of these controls operate on a timescale of

∼10-15 minutes making them relatively slow compared to the VAV and supply air

pressure controls.

The Building Automation System (BAS) provides communication and supervi-

sory control for the entire HVAC system. Based on data gathered from a building’s

sensors and actuators, the BAS optimizes the operating set-points for several key

system parameters, including supply air pressure, supply air temperature, and chilled
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Figure 2.2: A simplified HVAC control diagram and the various control inputs that
can be used to influence fan power consumption. Adapted from Fig. 4
in [74].

water supply temperature. The BAS updates these set-points on a timescale of ∼15-

30 minutes, i.e. much slower than the VAV and AHU fan response times.

2.3.2 Commercial HVAC DR Control Methods

Modulating HVAC electrical load to track a DR reference signal over multiple

timescales while maintaining occupant comfort is challenging due to the interde-

pendent control loops within an HVAC architecture [6]. However, the focus on

faster DR applications like frequency regulation narrows the potential control op-

tions. For example, infrequent chiller control for peak shaving has been thoroughly

examined [12,70,78], but their slow response and potentially high on/off cycling make

them inappropriate for frequency regulation. The remainder of this section focuses

on leveraging the faster responding AHU fans for frequency regulation.

Fig. 2.2 schematically shows the multiple control loops that affect fan power.

These loops can be modified in several ways to influence fan electrical load. This

analysis focuses on three methods:

• Fan speed offset - Directly adjusting fan speed through control of the VFD,

e.g., by adding a fan speed offset signal δω.

• Supply pressure/Mass flow set-point offset - Adjusting supply mass flow

(or supply pressure) set-point by adding an offset δṁ (or δp) which then modifies

fan speed via a local control loop that regulates supply pressure or mass flow.
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• Thermostat set-point offset - Adjusting the thermostat set-points to modify

the VAV opening via the local PID controller with subsequent impact on air

flow and fan speed via cascading effects through the supply pressure control

loop or mass flow control loop.

Each of these may be implemented in an open-loop or closed-loop configuration.

Section 2.5.2 makes comparisons between different control methods based on technical

performance. The following is a brief description of the stated control methods as

well as some comment on their qualitative features. The reader is encouraged to the

original references for detailed descriptions.

2.3.2.1 Fan Speed Offset

The fan speed offset method is the most direct way to influence fan power con-

sumption and has been implemented in open-loop [85] and closed-loop [74] config-

urations. Both implementations require some level of system identification, either

an experimentally-determined transfer function [74] or a trained predictive model for

power changes [85]. In either case, an offset is added to the motor speed signal to

modulate the fan motor’s power consumption. The number of supply fans in a com-

mercial HVAC system is typically small, creating some advantages. First, it limits

communications and associated latency. Second, the VAVs are not directly involved

in the control which avoids their mechanical latency. Finally, the control input is

as close to the power consuming load as possible, reducing the complexity and un-

certainties and likely improving DR reference signal tracking. In fact, this form of

control has been used to mitigate photovoltaic generation variations [86] which are

faster than the frequency regulation signals considered here.

There are however some drawbacks to supply fan speed offsets. It may require

retrofits to legacy VFD hardware adding cost and complexity. Also, downstream

control loops regulating supply pressure or mass flow or VAVs controlling conditioned

space temperature will compensate for changes to supply fan speed, limiting the

ability to track reference signals with timescales longer than approximately one minute

[74]. Motor speed ramp-rate limiters in the VFD likely limit the highest response

frequency. When controlling fans that supply many VAVs, e.g. ∼100 as in [43], this

method lacks the ability to customize DR control for specific occupants or conditioned

spaces that may be particulary sensitive to HVAC variability.
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2.3.2.2 Supply Pressure Or Mass Flow Set-Point Offset

In many respects, supply pressure or mass flow set-point offsets are very similar

to supply fan speed offsets. Whether supply pressure or mass flow is used depends

more on the design of the HVAC control system and is not really a choice of the

DR control designer. This method has been implemented in closed-loop form in [74],

and the open-loop form has been studied in simulation [142]. In either case, the set-

point offset to the respective control loop forces that loop to modify its input to the

motor VFD, which ultimately changes the fan motor speed and power consumption.

The advantages of this method are similar to the supply fan speed offset method;

i.e., low latency from a small number of end-points and no purposeful involvement

of VAVs. The complexity is still relatively low, but somewhat higher than supply

fan speed offset because of the involvement of the physics of the supply duct work

and the response of the pressure or mass flow controller. However, the physics of the

flow in the duct can be explicitly incorporated [142], enabling accurate DR reference

tracking. Finally, only software changes are anticipated because the supply pressure

or mass flow set-points can generally be modified via the BAS.

Drawbacks to this method are also similar to supply fan speed offsets. To maintain

conditioned space temperature, the downstream VAVs will compensate for the im-

posed set-point changes limiting the ability to track DR reference signals with longer

timescales [142]. The response of the local pressure or mass flow control loop will

likely limit the highest response frequency. When controlling the supply pressure or

mass flow in an AHU that supplies many VAVs, e.g. ∼100 as in [43], this method has

the same limitations as mentioned for fan speed offset.

2.3.2.3 Thermostat Set-Point Offset

Thermostat set-point offsets (also termed global thermostat reset–GTR) are the

least direct control method discussed in this manuscript. This method has been

demonstrated experimentally in closed-loop form for non-spinning reserve markets

[62]. It has also been implemented in open-loop form in [43] and in the work presented

in this chapter, and has also been simulated in [142]. As of publication, the author

is unaware of an implementation or simulation study for frequency regulation using

a closed-loop form. If the thermostats in a group of VAVs are adjusted to a cooler

set-point, local PID controllers on the VAVs open their damper valves to increase air

flow. The subsequent drop in upstream supply air pressure forces the supply pressure

control loop (discussed above) to increase supply fan speed (via the VFD) resulting in
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higher electrical power consumption. Similarly, a decrease in electrical power occurs

when thermostats are adjusted to a warmer set-point.

Advantages and disadvantages of thermostat set-point offsets are mostly reversed

relative to the previous two methods. Communicating with every VAV in a large

building can create significant latency (∼one minute for the testbed used [43]) and the

direct involvement of the VAVs in the control adds their mechanical latency [43,142]

(∼30 seconds). The control is now quite complex as it relies on the behavior of a

large number of VAVs, conditioned spaces and occupants, all of which are subject to

many disturbances and not easily or accurately modeled. Statistical models have been

developed to predict this behavior, but their accuracy in experiments is limited [43].

Simplified thermal-hydraulic models of the building and HVAC system have been

used in simulation [142], but these were not subjected to significant disturbances or

changes in nominal conditions.

This control method also has some significant advantages. Only software modi-

fications are needed because remote control of the thermostat set-points is possible

through many BASs. This also enables tailoring the participation to individual VAVs

with the ability to exclude particularly sensitive conditioned spaces or occupants from

DR control. Note that this method enables simple (and easily verified) guarantees

on occupant comfort through limiting the range of thermostat offsets. Although the

initial response is slow because of latency, thermostat set-point offsets are least sus-

ceptible to HVAC control system self-correcting effects and can track DR reference

signals with longer timescales. In [43], tracking of square-wave reference signals with

thirty-minute steps was achieved with no significant roll off of the response.

2.4 Performance Metrics

FERC Order 755 [34] stipulates that DR resources must be compensated for the

quality of service they supply to the electrical grid, with the specifics of the quality

assessment left to each ISO/RTO. To improve the assessment of quality, the PJM

Demand Response Frequency Regulation Market divides the frequency regulation

burden into two components: traditional regulation (termed RegA) and dynamic

regulation (RegD) [35]. RegA is a low-pass filtered ACE signal1 designed for ramp-

limited DR resources that cannot adjust their demand quickly. RegD is a high-pass

filtered ACE signal for fast ramping resources that are capacity-limited; e.g., flywheels

1The ACE signal for a balancing authority (control area) is a weighted sum of the mismatch
between nominal and actual system frequency together with the mismatch between scheduled and
actual power flows on tie-lines to adjacent balancing authorities [59,132].
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Figure 2.3: A reprint of Figure 4 from [43], which displays a reduced-order model
(the red ellipse) that relates initial fan load and the resulting change
in fan power when both +2◦F and -2◦F thermostat off-sets are applied.
The authors in [43] use this model to develop a mapping from a desired
change in fan power to a thermostat off-set temperature, and this mapping
is employed in the experimental studies discussed Section 2.5 (the same
testbed building is used both in [43] and the studies in this chapter). The
IEEE does not require individuals working on a thesis to obtain a formal
reuse license, however, you may print out this statement to be used as a
permission grant.

and batteries. A more thorough discussion of the PJM market, and RegA versus

RegD, is given in [142]. Resources bidding into the PJM regulation market specify

the total up and down regulation that they can provide; e.g., ±120 kW. PJM calls

upon these resources by broadcasting a signal in the range [−1, 1] which the resources

locally scale to their cleared capacity.

Before a DR resource can participate in the PJM market, it must demonstrate

adequate performance against a standard 40-minute qualification reference signal that

commands the DR resource to adjust its load over its full capacity range, as shown

in Fig. 2.4. Performance scores for both RegA and RegD participants are generated

based on three criteria [36]:

• Delay - the time delay (rounded to the nearest 10 seconds) that provides the

maximum correlation between the reference signal and the DR power deviations.
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Figure 2.4: Experimental results from our 30,000 m2 test building. The 40-minute
PJM RegA qualification test (solid green line) is broadcast to the BAS.
Using the control method developed in [43], the HVAC system uses the
thermostat set-point offset method to adjust fan power to track the ref-
erence signal. Sample deviations in fan power from nominal are shown as
dashed lines.

The score linearly decreases with delay, where a 10-second delay nets a perfect

1.0, and a delay of 5 minutes 10 seconds or more scores a 0.

• Accuracy - the maximum correlation between the reference signal and the

DR power deviations with the measurements time shifted to remove the delay

calculated above.

• Precision - the integral of the absolute value of the error between signal and

response, without correcting for the delay.

The aggregate score is the average of these three components. To qualify, DR re-

sources must pass three Qualifying Tests with an aggregate score of 0.75 or better,

and must maintain a 100-hour rolling average aggregate score of 0.40 or better to

remain in the market.
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2.5 Experimental Tests

Qualitative advantages and disadvantages of the different control methods were

discussed in Subsection 2.3.2. This section presents details on the experiments car-

ried out on the LANL testbed building using PJM RegA qualification test signals,

and compares these results to experimental and simulation studies utilizing different

control methods. This section then examines the behavior of the testbed building

when introduced to historical RegA market signals, which are less aggressive than

the RegA qualification test.

The DR control in the testbed building uses an open-loop, thermostat set-point

offset method where the open-loop control law was determined experimentally in [43]

(using the same LANL testbed building). Figure 2.3 illustrates the mapping de-

veloped in [43], where the horizontal axis specifies the aggregate fan power when

a thermostat off-set command was initiated, and the vertical axis denotes the cor-

responding change in fan power, for both +2◦F and -2◦F thermostat offsets. The

experimental results were then binned, and a reduced-order model (shown as an el-

lipse in the figure) was used to describe the relationship between a fixed temperature

offset and the corresponding change in fan power. Using this information, [43] then

derives the inverse relationship, i.e. a mapping from a desired change in fan power to

the corresponding thermostat off-set temperature. The experiments presented in the

next section attempt to track the PJM qualification test signal using the mapping

detailed in [43].

2.5.1 RegA Qualification Test

The qualification test experiments were conducted over several weeks in the sum-

mer and early fall of 2014, when HVAC load is at its peak. Six two-hour tests ran

from 07:00 to 19:00 each day consisting of a 40-minute period in which thermostat

set-points were adjusted to track the PJM RegA Qualification Test reference signal,

followed by an 80-minute period in which control was released so that the system

could return to nominal operation. The regulation signal was scaled to ±30 kW,

which is not large enough to meet the 100 kW minimum for participation2, but is

2PJM requires the total capacity of a resource to be ≥100 kW. The testbed building has a
maximum nameplate fan load of 295 kW, although it typically operates closer to the minimum fan
power of 120 kW (determined by ventilation requirements). At this lower power rating, a ±30 kW
change already represents a ±25% change in fan power, and hence a 100 kW adjustment is infeasible
for the individual building. Aggregating several building loads would be one way to achieve the
necessary DR capacity.
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Figure 2.5: Histograms of the PJM performance scores for the tests using the 40-
minute PJM RegA Qualification Test signal. Upper plot–Aggregate
scores. Lower plot–Delay (red), Accuracy (blue) and Precision (green)
scores.

sufficient to induce observable non-linear behavior in the HVAC system. Three ex-

amples of the experimental fan response are shown in Fig. 2.4, and a histogram of all

the qualification test scores is presented in Fig. 2.5.

The observed aggregate scores for this building and control system are in the 0.5-

0.65 range and fall short of the 0.75 score required for qualification. Each component

score can be analyzed in light of limitations of the control methodology, communi-

cations and the particular HVAC equipment involved. The average Delay score of

∼0.75 implies a time delay of about 1.5 minutes, which is consistent with the typical

combined communications latency (∼1 minute) and VAV response time (∼30 sec-

onds) for this testbed. The Delay score could be improved in several ways. Other

BASs use communications protocols with lower latency than the serial protocol used

in the testbed and so should perform better. However, modifying existing BAS com-

munications just to improve DR control for frequency regulation is not likely to be

cost effective. A BAS with slow communications might be better suited for direct

fan control or supply pressure/mass flow set-point offset control schemes. It is also

possible to design controllers that account for communication delay. For instance,
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in [71] the authors use model predicative control and state estimation to improve

DR tracking performance of residential HVAC systems connected by a constrained

communication network.

The Accuracy scores of 0.55-0.60 are likely limited by the complexity and open-

loop nature of the thermostat set-point offset control methodology. Although this

control methodology provides for easy customization to individual building occupants

(e.g. it excludes ∼10% of the VAVs based on perceived sensitivity) and simple power

baseline tracking, it is probably the least accurate in tracking a frequency regulation

reference signal. It cannot correct for uncertainties and exogenous disturbances to

the HVAC system caused by ambient environment changes, occupant level variability

or other disturbances. However, it is possible that on-line identification techniques

[77] could be used to regularly update the control law and potentially improve the

Accuracy score.

The low Precision scores (0.30-0.50) are caused by both time delays and inaccura-

cies in the open-loop scheme. The relatively fast ramping of the RegA Qualification

Test signal compared to the communication latency creates control errors during

ramping that are somewhat compensated by the time shift in the Accuracy metric,

but create significant penalties in the Precision score.

2.5.2 Comparison of Control Methods

The experimental results from Subsection 2.5.1 are listed in Table 2.1 (the final

entry in the table, labeled “LANL”), along with available experimental and simula-

tion studies3, to compare the DR control methods based on their expected technical

performance. We restrict the range of studies to those focused on providing frequency

regulation and that have used reasonably similar test procedures, i.e. the use of PJM

metrics [36].

However, the comparison is still difficult because the studies use different reference

signals. The experiments conducted in Subsection 2.5.1 use RegA qualification test

signals. Filtered ACE signals are used in [74], but this filtering is matched to the

HVAC DR control system under test and not defined by the market or ISO/RTO.

In [142], RegD reference signals are used in simulations.

Differences also exist between the experimental DR control systems and their rep-

resentation in simulations. The simulations in [142] do not include any effects of com-

3The entries in the footnotes of Table 2.1 refer to the original references and specify the source of
the results, the name or acronym for the control method, whether the control is open- or closed-loop,
and the control reference signal that was used.
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Table 2.1: Summary of PJM Performance Scores.

Control Method Test Agg Acc Del Pre Source

Fan speed Sim 0.89 - - - [74]1

Exp 0.77 0.83 1.00 0.49 [74]2

Exp - ∼ 0.90 - - [85]

Supply pressure/ Sim 0.77 0.87 1.0 0.44 [142]3

Mass flow rate Sim 0.82 - - - [74]4

Exp 0.81 0.98 0.95 0.50 [74]5

T-stat set-point Sim 0.82 0.92 0.99 0.54 [142]6

Exp 0.57 0.60 0.73 0.38 LANL7

1Table I, ASHFS (True output), Closed-loop, Reference=Fast ACE
2Table IV, ASHFS, Closed-loop, Reference=Fast ACE
3Figure 5, Open-loop, Reference=RegD
4Table I, ASLAF (True output), Closed-loop, Reference=Slow ACE
5Table IV, ASLAF, Closed-loop, Reference=Slow ACE
6Figure 8, Open-loop, Reference=RegD
7Current work (Figure 4), Open-loop Reference=RegA

munications latency. This omission likely has minimal effect on supply pressure/mass

flow set-point offset control in [142] because the number of control end-points is small

(a few AHUs) and the VAV dampers are not directly involved. The close comparison

between the simulations of [142] and the experiments of [74] for “supply pressure/mass

flow” in Table 2.1 provides some evidence for this conclusion. However, the high scores

in [142] for the thermostat set-point offset control (listed under “T-stat set-point” in

Table 2.1) are questionable. In a large building, these control signals are sent to a

large number of thermostat end-points potentially creating significant latency. These

effects lead to a lower Delay score for the current work versus [142], 0.73 versus 0.99.

As was argued earlier, this delay leads to lower Precision and Accuracy scores and

likely accounts for some of the difference between these scores for the current work

and in [142], 0.38 versus 0.54 and 0.60 and 0.92, respectively.

There are also significant differences between the experimental testbeds. The

building that forms the testbed in [74] includes three AHU’s, but the DR control is

implemented on a single motor-fan unit that serves a single large auditorium through

a single VAV. Also, the tests were carried out over a relatively short time period.

Taken together, these two observations imply the HVAC system was not subject to

significant exogenous disturbances that could degrade the DR control performance.
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In contrast, the studies conducted in this chapter were carried out on all four main

AHUs serving nearly all the floor space of a 30,000 m2 office building through nearly

500 VAVs. In addition, these experiments were carried out over 12 hours, from a

few hours after the morning start up to the beginning of the night setback. Because

of this testbed configuration and test protocol, the system is subject to numerous

exogenous disturbances, primary among these are highly-variable occupancy, opening

and closing of external air dampers for economizer operation, and the typical diurnal

heat load cycle. These real-world processes likely act to decrease the Accuracy and

Precision performance scores for the “LANL” experiments in Table 2.1, but illuminate

the practical difficulties involved in qualifying a commercial HVAC system for DR

participation.

In spite of the differences in the testbeds, test protocols and simulation fidelity,

some general conclusions can still be drawn from the results in Table 2.1. First, even

if the BAS communication protocol is not particularly fast, the smaller number of

control end-points for the direct fan speed control or the supply pressure/mass flow

control minimizes the effect of communication latency. In addition, by not involving

VAV dampers, these control methods avoid this extra mechanical latency. These

design choices are the likely reasons for the higher Delay scores for the experiments

in [74] as compared to the current work.

Closed-loop DR control is expected to perform better than open-loop control;

however, the differences in Table 2.1 are not very large. The DR control in [142] is

open-loop, and although only studied in simulation, it shows tracking performance

similar to the closed-loop control in [74]. The algorithm in [142] is based on a physics

model of the duct system and fans. The quality of the tracking is a function of the

accuracy of this model, which can be made quite detailed to capture the important

effects. A similar conclusion can be made regarding the Accuracy score of the open-

loop fan speed control in [85] versus [74]. However, as the open-loop control actuation

moves closer to the end-points, in particular the thermostats and VAVs in the ther-

mostat set-point offset controls, control performance suffers because accurate models

are no longer feasible. Because the experiments presented in this chapter relied on

the reduced-order, data-driven statistical models developed in [43] (which, by their

nature, cannot capture all of the system detail), the reduced model accuracy may

be reflected in Table 2.1 by the lower Accuracy and Precision scores of the “LANL”

entry versus [74] and [142].

Throughout this analysis, it must be emphasized that the primary goal of the

HVAC system is to maintain occupant comfort. The DR control system should allow
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the HVAC system to track, on average, its baseline power consumption curve over the

day. Each of the DR controllers discussed above achieves this in a slightly different

way. The closed-loop controls in [74] apply a bandpass filter to the incoming frequency

regulation signal to eliminate the zero and low frequency components. The existing

HVAC control is then still able to track the low frequency daily evolution of load.

However, long-term testing was not carried out in the experiments of [74]. The open-

loop supply pressure control in [142] does not directly control the VAVs. On longer

timescales, the VAVs would be free to compensate for the changes in supply pressure,

but the simulations in [142] where only carried out for one hour and the nominal heat

load on the HVAC system was constant over this time. The open-loop thermostat

set-point control method used in the LANL testbed never allows the thermostat set-

point adjustments to deviate more than ±2◦F. This approach naturally allows the

HVAC system to track its baseline load over the entire day and was demonstrated

over entire days in [43] and in the experiments presented in this chapter.

2.5.3 Historical RegA Signal Tests

To assess performance under typical operating conditions, the same building and

open-loop thermostat set-point offset control system was tested using historical RegA

signals from the PJM Demand Response Regulation Market. The test protocol is

the same as for the RegA Qualification Test, except the duration of the historical

RegA signal is 60 minutes instead of 40 minutes. A sample experiment is shown in

Fig. 2.6. The distributions of Delay, Accuracy, Precision and Aggregate performance

scores are presented in Fig. 2.7. Compared to the RegA Qualification Test, the

historical RegA signals display lower ramp rates. The Delay scores are primarily

a function of communication latency, and are mostly unaffected by the lower ramp

rates. However, the lower ramp rates result in smaller control errors during the ramps

and improvements in both the Accuracy and Precision scores. The Aggregate score

is improved to ∼0.65, which is better than the minimum Aggregate score of 0.40

required for continued participation in the PJM market.

2.6 Conclusion

Growth in renewable generation is challenging operational strategies that have

traditionally maintained the balance between generation and load. Flexible demand-

side resources may help alleviate this issue. Ancillary services markets such as PJM’s

Frequency Regulation Market are expanding to allow these resources to participate,
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Figure 2.6: An experiment using input from a one-hour sample of the PJM RegA
signal recorded on May 5, 2014 (solid green line) and the response of
the HVAC system fan power consumption (dashed yellow line). The less
aggressive ramp rates of actual RegA market data compared to the RegA
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building.
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provided they can pass minimum performance tests. This new application of demand

response (DR) requires controlling these resources on faster timescales, far more fre-

quently, and more accurately than is the case in traditional DR applications.

This chapter reviews experimental and simulation studies [43, 74, 85, 142], and

presents new experimental work investigating the ability of a commercial HVAC sys-

tem to provide frequency regulation services. The studies are used to compare dif-

ferent DR control methodologies (open- versus closed-loop) and different DR control

inputs (direct fan speed offset, supply pressure/mass flow offset, and thermostat set-

point offset). The small number of studies reported to date have been undertaken

under very different conditions, including bench top experimental tests of single com-

ponents in [85], in-building experimental test and simulation of small sections of a

HVAC system in [74], numerical simulation of representative portions of a building

in [142], and full-scale experimental tests on an entire building in [43] and in the ex-

periments presented in this chapter. Table 2.1 provides a summary of these studies.

Although these projects demonstrate wide diversity, some general conclusions can

still be drawn. Firstly, in-building communication latency and mechanical latency

can significantly impact the performance of fast DR controls. Comparing the cur-

rent experimental results with those in [142] shows that, if these latencies are not

considered, DR control performance may be significantly overestimated. Secondly,

the choice of control inputs can impact the degree to which these latencies affect

performance, from minimal effect for direct fan speed control [74,85] or supply pres-

sure/mass flow set-point offsets [74,142] to a significant effect for thermostat set-point

offsets in [43] and the studies presented in this chapter. However, the choices that of-

fer reduced latency come at a cost of not being able to customize the DR participation

for individual conditioned spaces or occupants. Thirdly, as expected, closed-loop DR

controls [74] generally perform better than the open-loop DR controls in [43,85,142]

and the present work. However, as the control input is moved closer to the HVAC fan

(e.g. direct fan control in [85] or supply pressure/mass flow set-point offsets in [142]),

open-loop performance appears to approach that of closed-loop control. Note again,

though, that this improvement in performance comes at the cost of not being able

to customize the DR participation for individual conditioned spaces or occupants, as

can be achieved with the methods presented in the current experimental studies.
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CHAPTER III

The Control Penalty of HVAC Load Modulation

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapters, the intent of DR load control is to ad-

just the time at which energy is consumed in order to assist with the management

of generation-load balance. DR is already used in many electrical grids to provide

ancillary services, with the majority of these uses being called on relatively infre-

quently. The impact to the interrupted load is primarily disruption of the end use.

Other forms of DR, such as frequency regulation service [142], will require much more

frequent and continual modification of load behavior, which may have performance

implications beyond just a disruption of the end use.

The assumption by many DR research efforts [32,80,142,143] is that disruption of

the load by DR has little or no effect on the total energy consumption or that the ef-

fect is insignificant compared to the value of the DR service. For loads that are simply

deferred, for example dish washing and clothes drying, or for grid services that only

require a few load adjustments per day, this assumption is likely quite good. However,

if DR requires that load consumption be modulated about a mean level on sub-hourly

timescales, this assumption may not hold and additional energy consumption may be

required to serve the disturbed load. Some experimental [50] and simulation [23]

work has demonstrated an increase in average total energy consumption due to the

relatively slow preheating or precooling of homes driven by time variable energy pric-

ing. However, insufficient attention has been given to possible energy losses incurred

because of DR control, especially DR conducted at fast timescales.

Large commercial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are

attractive loads for DR applications because they already include relatively sophisti-

cated control and communications architectures, reducing the expected incremental

capital cost of adding DR capability. In contrast, a population of small residential
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loads may provide a well-understood and repeatable demand profile [15], but the cap-

ital cost of the enabling control and communication infrastructure is significant. The

operational or control cost of AC-based DR is typically discussed in terms of occu-

pant discomfort—a very important metric because a DR control that exceeds comfort

levels too often could be discontinued. Occupant discomfort depends upon the DR

control system and how it weights discomfort versus other objectives, e.g. accuracy in

tracking load power reference signals. However, there may exist additional operating

costs. If the building controls for a large commercial HVAC system are operating in a

quasi-steady state, perturbing these operations will likely increase the time-averaged

energy consumption, thereby creating additional operating costs for the asset owner

who is providing the DR service. This chapter focuses on characterizing these ad-

ditional energy costs for one type of large commercial building HVAC at timescales

comparable to those in frequency regulation service.

This chapter reexamines the experiments from Chapter II and also presents a new

set of experiments that provide a methodology for measuring this extra energy con-

sumption. The new DR experiments are primarily carried out at the 15-minute time

scale, a speed appropriate for mitigating fluctuations due to wind and PV variations,

and approaching the control speeds needed for participation in frequency regulation

markets [103]. The HVAC-based DR is characterized in terms of a round-trip effi-

ciency so that it can be directly compared to other forms of energy storage; e.g., the

round-trip energy losses incurred when charging and discharging a battery.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 reviews the

energy usage patterns of the experiments presented in Chapter II. Section 3.3 intro-

duces an analogy to round-trip efficiency of battery charging/discharging that will be

useful in the discussion of the experiments. Section 3.4 describes the experimental

protocol used for determining AC-based DR round-trip efficiency—a method that is

reasonably applicable to most large commercial HVAC systems and large aggregates

of residential HVAC units. Section 3.5 presents the results of the measurements and

a comparison with additional analysis of data from related experiments [50] and sim-

ulations [23]. Section 3.6 provides a discussion of the results in terms of an economic

model for the DR service and some potential implications for advanced load control.

Finally, Section 3.7 presents the conclusions and a discussion of potential future work.
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3.2 Cost of Control—Previous Experiments

Demand response may have several costs—capital costs to install the controls and

communications and operating cost (e.g. maintenance), but also potential operating

costs related to increased energy consumption due to less efficient load operation.

Estimates of the capital costs are beyond the scope of the current work. Instead, this

chapter focuses on a different question–if the capital cost can be sufficiently reduced,

how will the profitability of demand response be affected by reduced load efficiency?

Specifically, it considers the impact of DR on the time-average efficiency of commercial

HVAC operations and the cost of the additional energy required to operate the HVAC

system while being controlled for DR. Note that the impact of infrequent DR control

(time-of-use tariffs, peak shaving, etc) on time-average load efficiency and energy

costs are expected to be small compared to the high value of these operations [24,50].

However, the frequency regulation considered here is expected to operate frequently

and even relatively minor changes in efficiency could significantly increase energy

costs compared to the expected frequency regulation revenue.

The importance of the impact of frequency regulation on HVAC efficiency can

be understood by considering a traditional generator providing the same service. A

traditional generator dispatched to a constant power output P0 will consume fuel at

a constant heat rate H0. If that same generator is also used for frequency regulation

with capacity ∆P , its output P will continually vary between P0−∆P and P0 + ∆P ,

but its time-average power output will still be the same, i.e. P = P0 (assuming a

balanced regulation signal). However, the continual ramping of the generator reduces

its efficiency and increases its time-average heat rate, i.e. H > H0. The higher

heat rate increases the generator operating cost, and this increase is factored into the

generator’s bid [36] into the frequency regulation market.

The author proposes that a similar phenomenon occurs when commercial HVAC

loads attempt to provide DR capabilities. To introduce this concept, consider Fig-

ure 3.1, which presents the total fan energy consumption during the PJM Qualifica-

tion Test and Historic Test from Chapter II. The experiments took place during the

07:00 to 19:00 time window, for days when control was applied and during days when

no testing was performed. The calculated data only consider non-holiday weekdays

to compare days with similar load profiles. Each day’s total fan energy versus the

average daily temperature (also computed between 07:00 and 19:00) is a reasonable

proxy for the total HVAC energy consumption. The figure shows a linear fit to the

data for each type of reference signal.
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computed between 07:00 and 19:00. The data are sorted into days with
no DR control, Qualification Test signal days, and historic signal days.
Days where DR control was performed display higher energy consumption
than when no DR control was performed.
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Although there is considerable scatter in the data, Fig. 3.1 displays a clear trend, in

that the energy consumption for Qualification and Historical Test days is higher than

when no DR control is performed. At an average ambient temperature of 75◦F, the

extra energy is∼100 kW-hrs, corresponding to $10 for a tariff of $0.10/kW-hr. During

the tests with the historical RegA signal, the building provided 30 kW of frequency

regulation capacity for six hours. Based only on the cost of the extra energy, the

operating cost to provide this frequency regulation service is ∼$55/MW/hr, which is

higher than typical PJM clearing prices [104]. While it must be emphasized that these

results are for a single commercial HVAC system using one type of DR control (open-

loop thermostat set-point offests), the results are nonetheless significant and warrant

further investigation. Additional work is needed to categorize the general trends in

the costs of additional energy consumption and to explore means for reducing this

additional cost.

3.3 Battery Analogy

When discussing the energy efficiency of HVAC-based DR ancillary service ex-

periments, it is convenient to make an analogy to the losses in a battery and the

round-trip efficiency of battery charging/discharging. Fig. 3.2 plots the grid power

exchange and state-of-charge (SOC) for a hypothetical charge-discharge cycle for a

lossy battery. In control period 1, the battery is charged with a constant power P

drawn from the grid. Because of charging losses, the power delivered to the battery

is less than P . The battery SOC increases but at a rate lower than P . During the

control period 2 (the same duration as period 1), the battery is discharged with a

constant power P delivered to the grid. Because of discharge losses, the battery dis-

charges at a rate higher than P , and the battery SOC decreases at a rate faster than

P .

At the end of control period 2, the net energy exchange with the grid is zero,

however, the internal state of the battery (i.e. the SOC) is lower than at the beginning

of this process. To restore the internal state requires an additional charging period

(control period 3) to replace the energy dissipated in the first two periods. After

restoring the SOC to its initial value, the battery has taken more energy from the

grid (Ein) than it has delivered to the grid (Eout). The round-trip efficiency for this

battery can now be defined as

ηRT = Eout/Ein. (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Prototypical charge/discharge cycle of a lossy battery. During the first
period, the battery charges by drawing power P from the grid (solid
black line), however, the losses reduce the power delivered to the battery
(dashed black line) and the battery state of charge (SOC) (red line) in-
creases at a reduced rate. During the second control period, the battery
discharges with power P delivered to the grid. Losses result in the battery
discharging at a rate larger than P and the SOC decreases at an accel-
erated rate. This charge/discharge cycle results in the SOC being lower
than at the start of the process. A third period of charging is required to
restore the SOC to the starting value.
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The same definition works equally well for more complicated charge/discharge pro-

cesses, e.g. the charge and discharge periods need not be the same length or exchange

the same power with the grid. The only requirement is that the battery SOC is the

same at the beginning and end of the process, and Ein and Eout account for all of the

energy extracted from or delivered to the grid, respectively.

3.4 Experimental Protocol

To control the building power consumption in this chapter, the experiments lever-

age the same open-loop DR control algorithm developed for the building in previous

work [43], and also utilized in Chapter II. The algorithm converts an input electrical

power (kW) change command into a Global Thermostat Reset (GTR) that simul-

taneously shifts nearly all of the ∼500 thermostats in the building to approximate

the desired electrical power change from the fans in the AHUs (see Fig. 2.1). The

extreme reduction in dimensionality of the control model limits the accuracy of the

algorithm [43], but it is sufficient for the experiments carried out in this chapter.

The BAS is programmed to perform a repetitive set of DR experiments throughout

the day. A single-day sample of the HVAC fan power recordings is presented in

Figure 3.3. The Control Input trace indicates the DR signal implemented by the

BAS. It consists of a 15-minute period where the HVAC fan power is increased by 15

kW above the baseline, followed by a 15-minute period where the HVAC fan power

is decreased by 15 kW below the baseline. This near zero-energy exchange with the

grid is followed by a 90-minute period where the DR control is set to zero to allow

the building to return to its baseline operation before the next DR experiment is

initiated.

These experiments are repeated throughout the day for approximately 15 days.

To check for hysteresis effects, the experiment is run with both polarities of the DR

control pulse. The amplitude of the DR control pulse is 30 kW in the majority of

these experiments. To determine an accurate baseline, the HVAC fan power data is

interpolated between a short time window that immediately precedes the DR control

pulse and a second short time window immediately prior to the next DR control pulse.

Subtracting the baseline from the recorded fan power yields the DR power provided

to the grid (see Fig. 3.3).

To assess the effect of baseline accuracy on the results for round trip efficiency, this

same linear interpolation was performed over two hour time periods on seven days

in which control actions were not taken; i.e., the HVAC system was unperturbed.
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Figure 3.3: Full-day recording of the DR control input signal, the HVAC fan power
data, linearly interpolated baseline load, and resulting demand response
(DR) profile. Each control period consists of a 15-minute interval where
an open-loop control [43] is used to increase the HVAC fan power above
the baseline by 15 kW followed by a second 15-minute period where the
HVAC fan power is decreased below the baseline by 15 kW. Following this
near zero-energy exchange with the grid, the DR control is set to zero for
90 minutes to allow the building to return to its baseline operation before
the next DR experiment is initiated. DR experiments are not performed
between 5pm and 9am because night setback and morning cool down of
the building take precedence.
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The same linear interpolation (at two hour intervals) was used to determine an esti-

mated counterfactual baseline. Because these were days when no testing was being

undertaken, the recorded fan power served as the actual baseline. When comparing

the actual baseline to the estimated counterfactual waveform, the tests revealed an

average energy over the counterfactual baseline of 0.724 kWh per two hour control

period, and an average energy under the counterfactual baseline of 0.532 kWh for the

same time frame. Our experiments use control pulses of 30kW ∗ 0.25hours = 7.5kWh

giving a conservative estimate of the error in round trip efficiency on the order of

∼10%. (For a more in-depth examination of variability in baseline HVAC load esti-

mation, see e.g. [88]).

Figure 3.4 shows a magnified view of the HVAC fan power over a single control

period (from a different experiment than shown in Fig. 3.3). The experiment is

initiated at 11:00 using a 30 kW amplitude DR control signal with the same two 15-

minute control periods, as discussed above. During the first control period, the extra

power consumption is converted into extra cooling power in excess of the internal

heat generation and the heat leak into the building. This excess cooling power is

absorbed by cooling the building thermal mass. The control is not perfect, and the

peak change in fan power consumption approaches ∼35 kW. At 11:15, the control

algorithm is instructed to decrease fan power consumption by 60 kW for another

15 minutes; i.e., 30 kW below the baseline at 11:00 am. The AC cooling power is

lowered below the internal heat generation and heat leak into the building. During

this time, the heat leak and internal heat generation are absorbed by the building

thermal mass. At 11:30, the open-loop DR control is released; i.e., all thermostat

set-points are returned to their nominal values prior to 11:00.

If the processes described above were reversible, the amount of heat extracted from

and injected into the building thermal mass during the two control periods would be

the same and the building state at 11:30 would be identical to the building state

at 11:00. However, the fan power remains elevated for approximately 60 minutes

following the release of the DR control. In effect, the apparently zero-net electrical

DR control during the first two control periods between 11:00 and 11:30 has driven

the building away from its quasi-steady equilibrium. Additional cooling power (and

therefore electrical energy) is required to restore this equilibrium after 11:30.

The behavior of the building and AC-based DR in Fig. 3.4 is qualitatively similar

to the lossy battery charge/discharge analogy discussed in Sec. 3.3 and shown in

Fig. 3.2. The thermal energy stored in the building mass is the internal state variable

that plays the analogous role to the battery SOC, and variations in the HVAC fan
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Figure 3.4: A typical DR control transient. The black dashed line is the DR control
signal implemented by the Building Automation System (BAS) which
translates it to a global thermostat shift using the controller developed
in [43]. The control signal is zero for 90 minutes prior to 11:00 (not
shown), i.e. the control is requesting no change relative to the fan power
baseline and the building HVACis running as though no demand response
is requested. After the positive and negative cycles of DR, the control is
released, i.e. no DR is requested and the building is allowed to return
to its baseline operation. The solid blue trace is the measured fan power
response. The fan power tracks the DR control signal reasonably well with
a few minutes of time delay. After 11:30, the measured fan power remains
high, i.e. above its baseline power, to return the building to its state prior
to the initiation of the DR control at 11:00 hours. The dashed red line
is the baseline fan power estimated by linear interpolation between short
windows of data immediately preceding the control period (just prior to
11:00) and just before the next control period (just before 13:00).
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power around the baseline play the role of battery charge/discharge power. During the

first period of increased electricity consumption, the HVAC system is asked to remove

heat from the building at a rate higher than the baseline. During the second control

period of decreased electricity consumption, the HVAC system is asked to remove

heat from the building at a rate lower than the baseline. Electrical, hydrodynamic

and thermodynamic losses associated with disturbing the system from its quasi steady

state subsequently force additional electricity consumption to restore the building’s

“SOC”. Using this analogy, the round-trip efficiency of each of the DR experiments

is computed from the measured data in a similar way as for the battery, i.e.

ηRT = Eout/Ein, (3.2)

where

Eout = the total energy below the baseline

Ein = the total energy above the baseline,

with the energy totals computed over the entire two-hour span of each measurement

(see Figs. 3.3 and 3.4)

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Round Trip Efficiency—Current Study

Our experiments consist of repetitions of the DR control pulses shown in Fig. 3.3

over many days to sample the building performance over a range of conditions. The

HVAC fan power depends on many variables including the outside air temperature,

which changes throughout the day. As a result, many of the baselines are not flat but

instead slope upwards in the morning hours and downwards in the evenings. For each

DR pulse, the round-trip efficiency ηRT is computed using (3.2). The distribution

of all the ηRT samples is plotted in Fig. 3.5 (filled circles). The samples of ηRT

display significant scatter, with a few rare samples giving values greater than one.

The variability in ηRT is likely because of the variability in the building and AC

system conditions that are beyond control. Averaging over all of the samples results

in 〈ηRT 〉=0.46 which is a rather low round-trip efficiency compared to most battery

storage systems [103] (although it should be noted that capital costs of retrofitting

HVAC systems for DR are likely much lower than the costs of procuring an equivalent
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Figure 3.5: Probability of observing a round-trip efficiency of ηRT for a 30 kW-
amplitude DR pulse as shown in Fig. 3.4. The term < ηRT > refers
to the mean round-trip efficiency for a given set of data. The filled circles
show the results for all 83 measurement samples. The open squares show
the results for the measurement samples when the HVAC power was first
decreased and then increased (46 samples). The open diamonds display
the results for samples when the HVAC power was first increased and
then decreased (37 samples). The measurements are binned in this way
because, under the majority of conditions tested in this work, an initial
30-kW decrement in fan power is expected to cause many of the VAV
dampers to saturate at their minimum opening causing an asymmetry in
the fan power response. An initial increase in fan power is not expected
to encounter this initial saturation [43].

capacity of battery storage).

As noted earlier, a VAV must provide a minimum ventilation flow to the condi-

tioned space it serves and is restricted in the amount that it is allowed to close. This

saturation will affect the AC fan power and may potentially bias measurements of

the round-trip efficiency. To test whether the experiments are subject to such bias,

DR control pulses of both polarities are used so that the potential VAV saturation is

experienced in the first or second control period. The data samples are partitioned

into two sets according to the polarity of the pulses. The DR pulses that initially

open the damper valves, i.e. increase the fan power, show 〈ηRT 〉=0.61 and a larger

spread in the measured values as compared to the DR pulses that initially close the
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Figure 3.6: Adapted from Figure 7.10a) of [50], shows energy expenditures over 24-
hour window in previous experiments. Average space conditioning elec-
trical demand for a range of residences participating in transactive control
in a double auction market with five-minute clearing. Both the measured
demand (solid line) and counterfactual demand (dashed line) are given.
The deviations of the actual around the counterfactual is interpreted as
a grid service similar to experimental data in Fig. 3.5. The round-trip
efficiency of this service is estimated to be ηRT=0.42.

damper valves (〈ηRT 〉=0.34). However, this difference does not materially change the

discussion in the remainder of this chapter.

3.5.2 Round Trip Efficiency—Previous Studies

An average round-trip efficiency of 0.46 may appear to be rather low for the

HVAC system used in this work, however, additional analysis of other experiments

and simulations reveal similar round-trip efficiencies for space conditioning applica-

tions. For example, experiments in [50] utilized a transactive control scheme to control

the demand of several types of home appliances including electric space heating and

cooling. In contrast to the more complex AC system studied in this work, the res-

idential heating and cooling systems in [50] were far simpler with on/off hysteresis

control. Figure 3.6 is an estimate of the data from Fig. 7.10a) of [50] that displays the

measured average space-conditioning electrical demand versus the time of day and

the counterfactual estimate, i.e. an estimate of what the demand would have been if

there had been no load control. Lower prices during the nighttime encouraged higher
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electrical demand for precooling/preheating of the space followed by lower electrical

demand during daytime hours when prices were generally higher. Taking the counter-

factual as the baseline in Fig. 3.6, the average energy “delivered to the grid” between

the hours 9 and 21 is calculated to be 1.1 kW-hr and the energy “taken from the

grid” between the hours of 0 and 9 and 21 and 24 is 2.6 kW-hr. Assuming that the

conditioned spaces end up on average in the same state in hour 24 as they began

at hour 0, the round-trip efficiency is 0.42—a result that is surprisingly close to the

ηRT=0.46 measured in this work. Similar observations have been made in simulations

of residential HVAC systems operated so as to reduce on-peak energy usage [23]. Fig-

ure 10 of [23] shows that moving ∼4.2 kW-hr of energy consumption away from a

four-hour-long peak period caused an additional energy consumption of ∼3.9 kW-hr

above the baseline. Using these results in (3.2), we obtain ηRT=4.2/(4.2+3.9)= 0.52.

Although the round-trip efficiencies in these two cases are similar to that obtained

from the measurements in this chapter, the time scale of the control is significantly

longer than for the experiments presented in this section.

3.5.3 Effects of Chiller–Current Study

Fan power is only one portion of HVAC electricity consumption. It is important

to consider the impact of other power consumptions, e.g. the chillers, on the measure-

ments of round trip efficiency. The experiments in Section 3.5.1 were reanalyzed to

include both fan and chiller power consumption. The example presented in Figure 3.7

demonstrates that, similar to the fans, the chiller experiences a post-control period

of heightened electricity consumption. Using the same baseline estimation techniques

and definition of efficiency as in Section 3.5.1 yields an aggregate average round trip

efficiency of 〈ηRT 〉=0.42 indicating that chillers also incur a similar energy penalty

while providing DR control.

3.5.4 Effects of Perturbation Size on Efficiency

Although the preceding analysis only discusses perturbation of the fan load at a

constant magnitude (specifically ±30kW), it is likely that the round-trip efficiency

of the HVAC system is partially dependent on the size of these perturbations. The

observed degradation in fan efficiency may be related to the non-linear fan affinity

laws discussed earlier, which result in large increases in fan power for only modest

increases in cooling capability. If this is the case, then more efficient operation may

be obtainable by reducing the magnitude of fan power perturbations, especially in
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Figure 3.7: An experimental fan power trace with chiller power included as well. A
square wave pulse is broadcast to the VAVs at 13:00, resulting in the
measured fan power deviation shown. The fan power deviation is mir-
rored in the chiller power consumption, with a time delay induced by the
dynamics between the warm return air and cooled water loop. The com-
bined fan + chiller power consumption (the upper red trace) is used to
determine efficiency of the overall system. Note the elevated post-control
power consumption for the combined power, which is similar to the phe-
nomenon observed when only considering fan power consumption (as in
Figure 3.4).
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proportion to baseline fan load, thereby keeping the fans closer to a linear operating

region. These considerations would correspondingly effect the capacity bid that a

participating building would submit to an FR market.

3.6 Discussion—Economic Analysis

The measurements presented above suggest that the participation of large com-

mercial HVAC systems in fast DR ancillary services may increase total HVAC energy

consumption. This section discusses the impact of this observation on the economics

of fast DR ancillary services from large commercial HVAC systems, with an emphasis

on frequency regulation services.

The frequency regulation market is a bid-based auction-style market in which the

marginal unit sets the clearing price for all participants. To participate and compete in

this market, resources should submit bids that reflect their cost of providing frequency

regulation service. The PJM market [103, 142] requires a Cost-Based Regulation

Offer that is split into a capability component and a performance component [103]

whose definitions are tailored for fuel-consuming generators. Interpretation for a DR

regulation resource are as follows:

1. Capability Component/Steady Operation Fuel Costs—For a fuel-fired resource,

this is the steady-state increase in fuel costs associated with operating the re-

source at power output that is different from its optimal economic dispatch

point. Our DR resource is not making a steady-state change in its operation

and this cost is effectively zero.

2. Capability Component/Margin Adder—Up to $12/MW of margin can be added

to the Capability Component. The margin is included at the discretion of the

resource owner and will not be considered in this analysis.

3. Performance Component/Variable Operation Fuel Costs—For a fuel-fired re-

source, this is the increase in fuel costs because of non-steady operation. This

effect is directly tied to the results for round-trip efficiency in Section 3.5 and

the associated increase in costs because of higher electricity consumption.

4. Performance Component/Variable Operation and Maintenance Costs—PJM de-

fines a cap on these costs for different generating unit types. No cap is given

for demand resources, and it is assumed this cap is zero.
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From the description of the PJM frequency regulation market above, we conclude

that the major component of the resource’s DR bid into PJM’s RegA market would

be the increased electricity costs arising from variable HVAC operations. However,

caution must be taken in comparing this cost with historical market data. The

model of DR inefficiency described in Section 3.4 is based on energy exchanges with

the electrical grid above or below baseline operations, while the PJM market assumes

that the primary cost driver is an increase in fuel cost for making changes in generator

output; i.e., regulation mileage [103]. PJM publishes average regulation mileage data,

but it does not provide data on the regulation energy exchanges above and below the

generator set-points.

Historical data for the PJM RegA signal from December 18, 2012 to January 18,

2014 show that, on average, a 1-MW capacity RegA resource “injects” 0.14 MW-

hrs of energy into the grid and “absorbs” 0.35 MW-hrs of energy from the grid each

hour. Here, the energy “injected” is computed using only times when the RegA signal

is positive, and “absorbed” is computed using only times when the RegA signal is

negative. The bias toward a negative RegA signal is persistent throughout the data

investigated and may reflect a bias in the PJM market or reliability operations.

To simplify the market analysis of the DR resource, the zero of the RegA signal is

shifted to balance the energy exchanges so that, on average, energy Eex ∼ 0.25 MW-

hrs is injected and absorbed during one hour of frequency regulation service. Under

these conditions, the extra energy consumption Elost because of round-trip losses can

be computed from (3.2) as

Elost =
1− 〈ηRT 〉
〈ηRT 〉

Eex. (3.3)

The additional energy required for a DR with 〈ηRT 〉=0.46 is 0.29 MW-hrs for each

MW and each hour of frequency regulation service. The cost of this additional energy

can vary widely depending on the tariff structure of the utility provider. For an energy

tariff of $0.10/kW-hr the cost of providing this DR service is $29/MW/hr which is

typically near the marginal cost for this service in the PJM market [104]. However,

this cost does not include any profit for the owner (“margin adder”) of the asset

providing the DR service.

3.7 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter develops a methodology for measuring the round-trip efficiency of

large commercial air conditioning loads controlled for fast demand response (DR).
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This methodology is applied to a large commercial air conditioning system that is

controlled on the 15-minute time scale—a speed that is approaching that needed

for participating in many frequency regulation markets. For the large commercial

air conditioning load studied in this work, the calculated round-trip efficiency is ap-

proximately 0.46 when only considering fan power, and an efficiency of 0.42 when

analyzing the combined power of the chiller and fans. These rather low results are

very similar to the round-trip efficiencies 0.42 and 0.52 estimated from data in other

experimental [50] and simulation work [23], respectively. Although the timescales in

this other work are quite different, the similarity of the results suggests that the loss

mechanisms may be related. It is therefore possible that this low round-trip efficiency

may carry over to other space conditioning loads.

The experiments presented in Chapters II and III also point to an issue that may

have significant impact on the economic viability of fast, continuously operated DR

control like the frequency regulation service explored here. A commercial HVAC

system that is continually perturbed from nominal operation, and that is rapidly

ramped between these very different operating states, will display a lower average

efficiency than when operated in a steady manner. The lower efficiency translates

into increased average energy consumption. The effect is similar to that experienced

by a traditional fossil fired generator whose efficiency suffers when ramped up and

down to provide frequency regulation service. Much like a traditional generator,

the increased cost of serving the HVAC load should be incorporated into the cost

of providing the frequency regulation service. For the building and control system

investigated here, the calculated cost is rather high (∼$55/MW/hr). In contrast, for

relatively infrequent DR control like spinning reserves or peak shaving, the impact of

these effects on long-run efficiency and DR economics is minimal.
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CHAPTER IV

Transformer Overload Mitigation using Plug-In

Electric Vehicles (PEVs)

4.1 Introduction

Concerns over global climate change have led policy makers to adopt regulations

that reduce the consumption of fossil fuels. Along these lines, plug-in electric vehicles

(PEVs), which derive a portion of their energy from onboard batteries charged from

an external source, have become an increasingly popular way to reduce demand for

petroleum. However, care must be taken when coupling the transportation sector’s

energy consumption to the terrestrial power grid, so that the increased load does not

damage power system equipment or disrupt electrical service.

The electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) that provides electricity to vehicle

batteries is standardized to provide power at up to 19.2 kW [123]. At these power

levels, a large population of PEVs could have a significant effect on power system

dynamics. An uncontrolled PEV fleet could lead to problems both at the transmission

level, where PEV loads have the potential to exacerbate capacity issues at peak load

times [39, 83], and at the distribution level, where the additional load could cause

overheating of substation and distribution transformers [44, 57, 87] as well as distort

voltage profiles and increase network losses [25, 60, 76, 101]. While projections for

the future market penetration of PEVs vary significantly [28,91,125], even moderate

gains in PEV sales will likely necessitate some form of charging control in order to

mitigate these issues.

Recent research on charging algorithms has focused on mitigating undesirable

effects at the distribution level, with several papers combining analysis of charging

scheme effectiveness from a controls perspective with simulations of the resulting

power dynamics. Work in [38] applied a utility function method to prevent voltage
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dips and line overloading on realistic low-voltage networks. Other researchers have

used queuing formulations [73] to dispatch PEV charging while maintaining grid

stability. Another approach detailed in [118] proposes utilizing vehicle chargers for

reactive power balance in order to bolster voltage sags in high PEV penetration

networks. On-line linear programming techniques have also been applied [107].

This chapter extends previous work by examining a low-voltage test circuit, the

IEEE 34-node network, in conjunction with a fleet of electric vehicles under additive-

increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) control. Unlike similar charging schemes,

AIMD has the ability to provide decentralized, coordinated control with a minimal in-

vestment in computational and communication equipment. While others [75] have fo-

cused on power regulation at the substation level, the emphasis of this work is on pre-

venting thermal overload of individual distribution transformers using temperature-

based AIMD control, and the distribution-level power system dynamics that result

when PEVs are charged in this manner.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the

theory behind the AIMD algorithm and its application to the PEV charging problem.

Section 4.3 explains the parameters used in simulations. Section 4.4 examines simula-

tion results including voltage quality and transformer temperature. Section 4.5 looks

at the conditions under which thermal overload can arise, and Section 4.6 concludes

the chapter.

4.2 Additive-Increase Multiplicative-Decrease Control

The AIMD algorithm was first proposed by Chiu and Jain [21] as a means of

maximizing throughput while managing congestion in constrained networks, origi-

nally applied to communication links. The implementation is as follows. A group of

participants shares a common, constrained network resource. At each time-step, par-

ticipants increase their rate of use of the global resource by a fixed additive amount α.

This process continues unabated until the common resource exceeds its maximum

limit. At this time a congestion event signal is broadcast out, and each participant

decreases its consumption rate by a multiplicative factor β. This process is illustrated

in Figure 4.1.

The AIMD algorithm is appealing for several reasons. Through adjustment of the

parameters α and β, trade-offs can be made between fairness (the equitable sharing

of resources among participants) and efficiency (the fraction of the total available

throughput that is being utilized), as well as between responsiveness (the time it takes
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Figure 4.1: Example AIMD algorithm progression. As participants join the network,
their rate of use evolves additively until a global limit is reach, at which
point a capacity event is triggered, reducing the usage rate of all par-
ticipants multiplicatively. In perpetuity, all participants converge to the
same utilization pattern.

the system to achieve equilibrium) and smoothness (the size of the oscillations that

develop in steady state). Given the simple implementation and adaptable operation,

AIMD control has long been used for regulating packet congestion on TCP/IP links.

More recently, investigators [116] proposed using AIMD as a novel means of con-

trolling PEV charging on a power constrained network. Under this scheme, vehicles

start charging at a low rate when first plugged into the power grid. The vehicles

on a particular feeder increase their individual charging rates until they reach a lo-

cal constraint dictated by the EVSE, or a global power constraint on the substation

feeder is reached, at which point the vehicles decrease their power multiplicatively.

The advantage of an AIMD implementation is the reduced communication and com-

putation requirements, as the feeder can simply monitor its power locally. The only

information broadcast to the participating PEVs is the occurrence of a capacity event.

This work focuses on distribution level effects of AIMD charging; specifically,

the adjustment of PEV charging rates to limit aging in distribution transformers,

which experience rapid degradation when hot-spot temperatures exceed rated values.

Vehicles on a particular transformer increase their charging rate additively until the
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Figure 4.2: The IEEE 34-node test feeder.

transformer’s temperature reaches a set limit, at which point PEVs are commanded to

decrease charging in a multiplicative fashion. The choice of additive and multiplicative

parameters affects coordinated charging performance, as discussed in Section V.

4.3 Simulation Specifications

All simulations were undertaken using the IEEE 34-node distribution test feeder,

which represents a realistic rural distribution circuit [61]. This feeder layout is shown

in Figure 4.2. Current and voltage dynamics were calculated using the three-phase

radial power flow method developed in [20], which uses a forward/backward iterative

technique. This method incorporates full three-phase dynamics, including inductive

coupling between lines and the existence of single-phase branching feeders that extend

from the main feeder.

In order to streamline the simulation, the distributed loads on the test feeder

were converted to spot loads by dividing the real and reactive power requirements

equally between the two ends of a given line. Capacitor banks were modeled as a

shunt capacitance at the relevant nodes. The two voltage regulators present in the

IEEE 34-node system are programmed to step tap positions to regulate voltages. It

is quite plausible that the voltage variations induced by load control schemes may in-

teract with such voltage regulators, possibly resulting in excessive tapping. However,

to better understand the influence of charger controls, it has been found helpful to

decouple regulator effects by holding tap positions constant for fifteen minute inter-

vals. Further work is required to determine a tap update strategy that achieves good

voltage regulation yet prevents excessive tap-change operations.

The electric vehicles on the network represent a fleet of heterogeneous medium-

range plug-in hybrids similar to the Chevy Volt. Though the Volt has a listed battery
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capacity of 16 kWh [100], the effective portion that can be repeatedly charged and

discharged is only about half this total. As a result, the simulations use battery sizes

that vary randomly between 6 and 10 kWh. For the remained of the chapter, effective

state-of-charge (SoC) refers to the capacity of the portion of the battery which can

be charged/discharged, and can vary from 0-100%. Vehicles arrive for nighttime

charging with between 1-25% effective SoC. Existing Level II charging capabilities for

the EVSE servicing the car are a 240 V, 15 A connection for a rated maximum power

of 7.2 kW, with an efficiency of η = 90%.

Table 4.1: Electric Vehicle Charging Specifications.

Battery size Between 6 and 10 kWh

Initial state-of-charge 1-25%

Maximum charging rate 7.2 kW

Charging efficiency (η) 90%

Power factor 1.0 (unity)

These simulations investigate an overnight charging scenario. The specified back-

ground (non-PEV) load on the system wanes overnight, with load values scaled pro-

portional to a sample Midwest ISO demand curve. The given IEEE 34-node values

for system load were matched to the peak of the demand curve, and nighttime values

were adjusted accordingly. Electric vehicles were assumed to arrive randomly with a

uniform distribution between 9pm and 12am. In order to capture the full overnight

charging profile of the PEVs, the total simulation runs in 1 minute time-steps for the

ten hour period from 9pm to 7am to reflect typical charging patterns.

The total IEEE-34 load is divided by an assumed mean peak household load of

1.75 kW, for a total of 1294 individual residences. PEV penetration levels listed

for some of the simulations are based off of this figure; e.g., 25% PEV penetration

corresponds to 323 vehicles on the network.

Each node has a number of 25 kVA single-phase transformers apportioned appro-

priately to meet normal daytime demand. For instance, a node with 60 kVA aggregate

load on its A-phase would be assigned three 25 kVA transformers, and each would

serve a background load of 20 kVA. The amount of spare capacity on each trans-

former for PEV charging therefore varies randomly from node to node. The total

vehicle population was then assigned randomly to the transformers on the network,

with a fixed maximum number of PEVs per transformer to avoid unrealistic buildup

on a single piece of equipment.
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The temperature dynamics are derived using a first-order differential equation

model of a thermal mass, where the transformer is heated by i2R losses and cooled

by the ambient temperature, as in [55]. Thermal dynamics are specified in Kelvin,

and the AIMD algorithm engages whenever the total current through the transformer

would result in a steady-state temperature above 120◦C (or 393◦K).

The IEEE 34-node network is long and lightly loaded, which can on occasion lead

to convergence issues with some power flow solvers, although this concern did not

arise during the loading scenarios studied.

4.4 Simulation Results

4.4.1 Sample Case

The main goal of temperature-based AIMD control is to keep the 25 kVA trans-

formers that service residential loads from exceeding their hot-spot temperature, while

providing as much power as possible to the connected electric vehicles in a fair and effi-

cient manner. Simulations were undertaken to assess control performance, with these

objectives met in most cases. As an example, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show respectively

the charging profile of all PEVs attached to Transformer #1 at node 860 and the tem-

perature of this transformer. Initially, only one PEV is connected to the transformer,

and even though it charges at the maximum rate of 7.2 kW, the transformer tem-

perature actually drops due to the significant nighttime drop-off in background load.

However, as more PEVs begin to charge, increasing the current through the trans-

former, its temperature begins to increase towards its specified maximum. AIMD

control sends out the first congestion event at the 68th minute to reduce the charging

rate of all attached vehicles.

The average charging rate of each PEV continues to decrease until all vehicles have

arrived. Shortly after this point the charging rates converge to a common pattern

and enter a period of regular, repeated oscillations. This persists until vehicles begin

to complete charging. As the PEVs disconnect, the average charging rate per vehicle

increases, causing the remaining cars to finish even faster. Eventually, so few vehicles

are connected that they can all charge at full power once again, and the temperature

of the transformer begins to drop. The final result is a group of fully charged vehicles

and reduced thermal stress on the distribution transformer.

In this example, all the vehicles achieve unity state-of-charge well before the given

deadline. However, situations can arise where this is not feasible. The initial back-

ground load for the A-phase of node 860 is 51 kVA, which is split equally among
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Figure 4.3: Charging rates of each electric vehicle attached to Transformer #1 on
node 860 A-phase. Vehicles arrive at randomly determined times and
draw power until their batteries are fully charged. The AIMD algorithm
engages whenever the current through Transformer #1 exceeds rated
value.

Figure 4.4: Load and temperature data for Transformer #1 temperature at node 860
A-phase. Total load (solid line) includes background demand (dash-dot
line) and the sum of the charging profiles from Figure 4.3. Temperature
dynamics are derived from this load and the equations in [55]. The AIMD
algorithm succeeds in maintaining transformer temperature below the
imposed thermal limit.
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three 25 kVA transformers at 17 kVA each, leaving 8 kVA of available charging capac-

ity. Available capacity increases further as the nighttime background demand wanes.

However, if background peak demand at this node was slightly below 50 kVA, for

instance, and only two transformers were assigned to service the load, then the power

available to charge the electric vehicles could be inadequate for the given charging-

time constraint. In such cases, no form of control could charge all of the vehicles

in time without violating transformer hot-spot temperature limits. The distribution

utility would have no option other than to install a new transformer. In these sit-

uations, AIMD gives priority to distribution transformer health, but still provides a

way to maximize throughput to the vehicle loads within this constraint.

4.4.2 Voltage Dynamics

In addition to the car charging dynamics, it is important to ensure that AIMD-

induced variations in power levels do not cause unacceptable voltage oscillations.

AIMD control is designed to synchronize vehicle charging rates in a pattern of slow

increases in power (the additive stage) followed by a rapid decrease (the multiplicative

stage), and these dynamics have corresponding effects on voltage levels, which in a

radial distribution network may already be close to their limits.

A sample voltage profile for node 860 is shown in Figure 4.5, which displays the

three phase voltages over the entirety of nighttime charging. Since control occurs in

one minute intervals, voltage oscillations vary on the same time scale. In this example,

there are a total of 24 vehicles charging on the transformers attached to the three

phases of node 860, and with a PEV penetration level of 15%, 194 total cars on the

network. Despite the size of the vehicle population, the amplitude of the resulting

voltage variations is minimal. Ignoring tap changes, the largest minute-to-minute

voltage variation in this simulation is less than 0.005 per unit. Moreover, there is no

discernible pattern in the variations, as the minute-to-minute voltage profile fluctuates

arbitrarily. Over hour long timescales, there is a general upward trend in voltage due

to decreasing background load, but this phenomena occurs regardless of coordinated

vehicle charging.

The lack of more problematic voltage variations is due to several factors. First,

although all of the vehicles on one transformer eventually synchronize in a shared

pattern of charging, the other transformers on the network have different available

power capacities, randomized vehicle arrival times, and charging requirements. The

variations in load capability along with the heterogeneous vehicle fleet lead to different

charging patterns at each transformer, and the net effect is a canceling out of much
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Figure 4.5: Voltage oscillations under AIMD regulation with a 15% PEV penetration
level. Tap changes occur as nighttime demand falls, independent of vehicle
loading.

of the variations in power (and corresponding changes in voltage) from one time step

to the next.

Furthermore, each transformer has only a fixed amount of available power for

vehicle charging, and although this capacity increases somewhat as the nighttime

background load decreases, this nonetheless limits the amount of power that can

oscillate on the system. Consequently, charging variations have less of an effect than

might be expected, especially at lower vehicle population levels.

To illustrate this point, a series of simulations was run to determine the largest

difference in voltage between two successive steps at any node (excluding tap change

events). The results are shown in Table 4.2, which records the worst-case voltage

fluctuations after 100 simulations for several PEV penetration levels.

Table 4.2: Maximum nodal voltage variations for randomized PEV populations over
100 simulations.
PEV % Average worst-case Absolute worst-case Node

10 0.0083 p.u. 0.0145 p.u. 846, Aφ

25 0.0089 p.u. 0.0163 p.u. 840, Aφ

40 0.0109 p.u. 0.0167 p.u. 840, Aφ

55 0.0133 p.u. 0.0230 p.u. 840, Aφ

This sensitivity analysis shows that as the PEV population increases, both aver-
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age and absolute worst-case voltage variations tend to increase in magnitude, likely

because there are more cars per transformer and correspondingly larger multiplicative

power drops (and voltage rises). Furthermore, voltage deviations become increasingly

acute as vehicle penetrations levels rise. This non-linear relationship is due to the

presence of background demand. At low vehicle populations, the continually-varying

PEV charging load represents a small proportion of aggregate system demand, and

variability is minimal. However, larger vehicle populations result in a significant

proportion of load being adjustable, leading to a more erratic voltage profile.

4.5 Detrimental variations leading to thermal overload

Using AIMD-based control allows electric vehicles to receive their required energy

while allocating the load in such a manner that the transformers servicing the vehicles

are prevented from overheating. However, under certain conditions, the transformer

temperature can actually rise past the specified hot-spot limit. This section examines

the causes of thermal overload and possible solutions to mitigate this phenomenon.

For simplicity, assume that background demand on a particular transformer is

constant and thus the total power available for PEV charging is also constant. In

this situation, every additional vehicle that plugs into the network lowers the average

power delivered to each individual charger.

Given n vehicles charging on one transformer and a maximum charge rate P , the

total increase in power during each additive step is n × α, and the amplitude of the

subsequent multiplicative drop in power is P × (1−β). Eventually, if enough vehicles

charge simultaneously, the aggregate power increase during the additive stage of load

control exceeds the decrease during the multiplicative stage. For a given P , α, and

β, this occurs when the number of vehicles exceeds the constraint

n > P (1− β)/α

An example of this charging situation is shown in Figure 4.6, in which twelve PEVs

charge on Transformer #2 at node 820 A-phase. The corresponding transformer

temperature profile is shown in Figure 4.7. Using α = 0.25 kW and β = 0.7, and

given that Transformer #2 has 8 kW of spare capacity, the equipment is only capable

of handling nine cars before thermal overload will occur. As can be seen from the

detailed inset, once all of the vehicles charge simultaneously, the power increase from a

single additive step surpasses the power decrease made during the multiplicative step,
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Figure 4.6: Individual transformer overload charging profile. With enough electric
vehicles on transformer #2 of node 820 A-phase, the additive increase
step exceeds the magnitude of the corresponding multiplicative decrease
step, leading to an average aggregate PEV charging level that exceeds the
transformer rating.

and eventually two multiplicative steps are called in a row to keep the power below

its limit. When this occurs, the average power delivered to the transformer is greater

than its rated kVA limit, and the transformer overheats as a result. Additionally,

given the thermal inertia of the transformer, even once the power drops below its

rated capacity the transformer temperature will take an extended period to fall to an

acceptable level. Therefore it is important to prevent excessive power draw over the

entire time frame.

There are several possibilities to address this issue. First, one could simply limit

the number of vehicles charging on any one transformer. However, the limit may be

relatively small. Consider the transformers attached to node 820 A-phase. Each has

a spare capacity of 8 kW. If the AIMD parameters α = 0.25 kW and β = 0.9 are

used, then no more than three vehicles could charge at this transformer. This method

would vastly under-utilize the charging capabilities of individual transformers.

A second approach would be to adjust the AIMD parameters in real-time in ac-

cordance with the number of vehicles connected to a transformer. Decreasing the β
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Figure 4.7: An example of incorrectly chosen AIMD parameters leading to trans-
former overload. Due to thermal inertia, this elevated temperature per-
sists until several cars complete charging around 475 minutes into the
simulation.

parameter allows more vehicles to plug in, but decreases the overall throughput of

power delivered to the cars. On the other hand, decreasing the α parameter also

accommodates more vehicles without affecting overall throughput, but increases the

time needed for PEVs to initially reach full charging rate, and increases the time

taken for multiple cars to reach fair, synchronized charging. Given that thermal over-

load conditions only occur during synchronized charging, it makes sense to adjust the

additive parameter according to the number of vehicles on a transformer.

This method would require additional communication and computational infras-

tructure to assess the number of PEVs at a particular transformer. Solving the opti-

mization algorithm could be accomplished off-line and then implemented as a simple

lookup table, where values of α and β were stored for a particular number of vehicles

and available power. This would ensure that all the vehicles use the largest percentage

of available power possible without danger of violating transformer thermal limits.

4.6 Conclusion

Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) represent a sizeable additional load on power

distribution systems. Due to the radial structure of these networks, this additional

load could potentially lead to voltage quality issues. Also, overloaded distribution

transformers will be vulnerable to thermal damage. It is therefore imperative that

large-scale PEV charging be accompanied by some form of coordinated control. The
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additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) algorithm has been proposed as a

possible method of regulating charging due to its minimal computational and com-

munication requirements.

This chapter illustrates that AIMD control can be used to limit the temperature

of distribution transformers, thereby protecting the health of these expensive devices.

This control method induces oscillations in the power consumption of PEV chargers

and hence in nodal voltages. It was therefore important to assess the amplitude of

those variations. This was considered through simulation of a fleet of PEV charges

connected to the IEEE 34-node network during a nighttime loading scenario.

Given randomized vehicle arrival times and initial battery state-of-charge, the

AIMD control algorithm was generally capable of charging vehicles by their sched-

uled completion times. The exception was when a transformer had very little spare

capacity due to excessive background load. It should be noted though that in such

cases no form of control would have accomplished full charging without overheating

the transformer. Under certain circumstances, transformer temperature limits were

exceeded when a large number of vehicles charged with poorly adjusted AIMD con-

trol parameters. Modifying these parameters to account for the number of vehicles

guarantees that thermal constraints are never violated.
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CHAPTER V

Consensus Algorithms for Demand Response

Control of PEVs

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, it is conceivable that in the future, a large

population of PEVs could detrimentally alter grid dynamics by adversely affecting

distribution transformers, among other equipment. While Chapter IV discusses ways

to coordinate PEV charging in order to avoid such a situation, Chapters V and VI

extend the demand response concept by additionally using the PEV fleet to provide

a source of functional services to power system operators.

One service that PEV fleets could potentially provide is frequency regulation

(FR), in which participating resources perturb their active-power setpoints to match

a broadcast signal. This signal reflects the deviation of the current power system

AC frequency from nominal, as well as any tie-line imbalances between neighboring

system operators [132]. FR is usually provided by synchronous generators, but recent

legislation, most notably FERC Orders 745 and 755 [33,34], has encouraged demand-

side resource participation; i.e., loads that can adjust their power consumption levels,

such as aggregations of PEVs.

Resources are compensated for participation in FR markets. Traditional gen-

eration units, which tend to track FR signals with a high degree of accuracy, are

reimbursed based on the magnitude of power flexibility provided. On the other hand,

demand-side resources tend to be less accurate in responding to commanded power

perturbations, and thus the market mechanisms used to determine their payments

are more complex. In fact, such resources must pass qualifying benchmarks on the

accuracy and latency of their response to specified FR signals in order to participate

in the market [35,36]. This chapter focuses on the FR performance scores achievable
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by a PEV fleet under coordinated charging control.

The literature proposes many types of controllers to regulate PEV power levels,

and these can broadly be divided into two categories: centralized schemes [25, 134],

where a single entity computes charging trajectories and dispatches decisions to the

individual PEVs, and distributed schemes [39, 46, 82], in which multiple lower level

controllers cooperate to achieve a desired global result. Distributed schemes offer

the advantage of reduced computational burden by dividing control responsibilities

among the participants. The disadvantage is that distributed controllers also ne-

cessitate heightened communication capabilities, because at least some peer-to-peer

communication is required.

Average consensus [96] is a distributed, graph theory-based control algorithm in

which participants communicate iteratively to converge on a particular value. While

convergence is guaranteed in the infinite time case under certain assumptions [96],

finite-time approximations are often implemented in practice [14, 127], although this

adds the challenge of determining when approximate convergence has been achieved

[136].

The average consensus approach has been proposed as a means of regulating

flexible demand-side resources in a distributed fashion [27], and this methodology

has been extended to residential loads [19] as well as PEVs [5, 26, 40, 54, 141], with

control objectives varying from study to study. For instance, [26] considers a quadratic

cost function that reflects the desired PEV charging trajectory. Using the Lagrange

dual of this formulation, the study divides the solution in a distributed manner to

be solved by each local PEV. In [54], the authors use consensus-based control to

manage PEV battery consumption while the vehicle is operating, in consideration

of concurrent power system dynamics. Another study [5] formulates a nonlinear

optimization problem to maximize eventual vehicle state-of-charge (SoC), and uses

the consensus algorithm to approximate the best charging trajectories.

Schemes in which simultaneous communication between PEVs is not possible have

also been considered. For example, [141] implements an incremental cost consensus

methodology to achieve asynchronous control. Different forms of control signals have

been used to influence PEV power consumption, such as in [40] which uses pricing

signals that must be carefully chosen to avoid selfish charging behavior.

This chapter examines the use of PEVs for FR services. In this case, the control

objective is to track a reference signal as accurately as possible. In previous related

work [138], the controller design focused mainly on grid frequency measurement using

consensus-based sensing via the PEVs. This frequency information was then used to
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determine the proper active-power setpoint adjustments undertaken by each vehi-

cle. In contrast, the current work ignores frequency measurements and instead bases

charging trajectory calculations on a broadcast FR signal. There are two reasons for

this approach:

1) Grid frequency is uniform across an interconnect, and frequency deviations only

become significant with MW-scale power swings. Small aggregations of PEVs

would have a minimal impact on grid frequency alone. Proportional-based feed-

back controllers could not eliminate steady-state error, and integral-based feed-

back could introduce hunting and saturation issues. Furthermore, the fluctuat-

ing number of controllable resources would necessitate changes in the controller

gains, complicating operation.

2) Typical FR signals account not only for frequency deviations, but also tie-

line imbalances, which cannot be detected with frequency measurements alone.

Absent of this information, participating resources could exacerbate power im-

balances between regulated areas, detrimentally affecting the grid.

Therefore this chapter advocates an average consensus-based reference tracking

algorithm, where PEVs track an FR signal supplied by grid operators. The chap-

ter focuses on the design trade-offs of this distributed control approach, especially

when considering the time-delay effects induced by the underlying communication

network. It should be noted that, for the suggested algorithm, the distributed control

properties extend only to the distribution transformer network. The overall control

structure proposed is a hierarchial approach, in which transformers adapt their loads

through the consensus algorithm, but some form of direct communication between the

transformers and the individual PEVs is required to determine the individual loads

(the constrained communication algorithm proposed in Chapter VI is one candidate

to achieve this process).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 formulates the dis-

tributed PEV charging control problem. Section 5.3 discusses the effects of time

delay, and proposes an optimized reference tracking controller for this environment.

Section 5.4 examines the performance scores that the proposed control methodology

could achieve, and Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter and proposes several exten-

sions.
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Distribution
transformers provide low-voltage power to their attached loads, includ-
ing PEVs. The transformer T1...TM use consensus algorithm protocol to
divide the requested FR power amongst themselves, based on the power
capacity of their respective pools of attached PEVs.

5.2 Problem formulation

PEVs typically connect to the power system through the low-voltage distribution

networks that serve commercial and residential loads. This chapter assumes a two-

level controller, as shown in Figure 5.1. At the higher level, distribution transformers

communicate using the consensus algorithm and arrive at a power dispatch for each

transformer based on available capacity and PEV load capability. At the lower level,

each distribution transformer allocates charging amongst individual PEVs based on

current battery SoC and final charge deadlines. This bi-level structure reduces the

communications burden by eliminating the need for PEVs to communicate indepen-

dently.

The average consensus approach at the higher level builds on graph theory con-

cepts. Consider a graph G = {V , E}. The vertex set V = {1, 2, ...,M} corre-

sponds to the distribution transformers, and the edges E ⊆ V × V correspond to

the communication links between transformers, with (m1,m2) ∈ E if transformer m1

can receive communication from transformer m2. Assume an undirected graph:

(m1,m2) ∈ E ⇐⇒ (m2,m1) ∈ E , or in other words that the existence of a commu-

nication link from transformer m1 to m2 implies the reverse is also true.

Distribution transformers have a limit on the apparent power they can supply,

based on the current carrying capacity of their windings. While it is possible to

violate this limit over short time periods [44]1, here the assumption is a fixed limit

1Transformer overloading (i.e. the process of delivering more than the rated power through the
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denoted Cm. Within this limit, the amount of active power available for control at

each transformer is governed by the number and charging capability of its attached

PEVs. These PEVs are denoted i ∈ I = {1, 2, ..., N}, where Im denotes the set

of PEVs attached to transformer m and |Im| refers the number of vehicles attached

to transformer m, and the maximum charging rate of each vehicle is denoted πi.

Therefore the maximum power p̄m deliverable by transformer m is restricted by the

total charging power of its attached PEVs and the spare capacity on the transformer,

whichever is smaller

p̄m = min
(∑
i∈Im

(πi), Cm − dm
)

(5.1)

where di is the background (non-PEV) load for transformer i.2

Average consensus is a distributed control algorithm in which each participant

updates a local value based on a weighted average of the values of its neighboring

nodes. The set Nm denotes all of the nodes that can communicate to transformer m,

and the scalar Dm denotes the cardinality of the corresponding Nm. Therefore Dm
captures the number of other nodes that each transformer is in communication with.

In order to implement a fair-splitting strategy such as the one developed in [95], the

updated nodal value from one iteration to the next is given by,

xm[k + 1] =
1

1 +Dm
xm[k] +

∑
n∈Nm

1

1 +Dm
xn[k] (5.2)

Alternatively, this update can be expressed in matrix form as

x[k + 1] = Γx[k] (5.3)

where x[k] =
[
x1[k] x2[k] ... xM [k]

]ᵀ
. The matrix Γ is doubly-stochastic, which

implies that all rows and columns sum to unity.

Distribution transformer power allocation is achieved using the algorithm devel-

oped in [27], in which each distributed resource performs two parallel consensus cal-

transformer) increases heat losses within the copper windings, consequently damaging the trans-
former’s insulation. While insulation aging is a stochastic process, this excess heating has been
shown to accelerate distribution transformer failure rates, causing outages and costly equipment
replacement.

2While both the number of PEVs attached to a transformer and the background demand on the
transformer are time-varying, here we assume time-invariance of these quantities over the timescales
required for approximate consensus algorithm convergence.
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culations. The first, denoted

y[k] =
[
y1[k] y2[k] ... yN [k]

]ᵀ
determines the FR signal S broadcast to all units, while the second,

z[k] =
[
z1[k] z2[k] ... zN [k]

]ᵀ
determines the total available system power capacity. Power is then allocated pro-

portionally to each transformer’s available capacity p̄m. Analytically, this can be

expressed as

y[k + 1] = Γy[k] (5.4)

z[k + 1] = Γz[k] (5.5)

where

y0 =
[
S 0 ... 0

]ᵀ
(5.6)

z0 =
[
p̄1 p̄2 ... p̄M

]ᵀ
(5.7)

and

pm = lim
k→∞

ym[k]

zm[k]
p̄m. (5.8)

Given an infinite convergence time, this approach guarantees that the aggrega-

tion of power among distribution transformers is equal to the broadcast FR sig-

nal:
∑M

m=1 pm = S, while also ensuring fair allocation based on each transformer’s

available capacity. However, in practice, an approximate finite-time consensus algo-

rithm [14, 127] will need to be implemented. This chapter examines the behavior of

the algorithm for a fixed fixed number of iterations K, and explores how tracking

performance is effected by variations in K.

5.3 Communication Delay Effects

Distributed control algorithms have several advantages in that they eliminate the

need for a centralized control entity and enable agents to make decisions based on local

information without requiring global knowledge. The communication infrastructure

is similarly distributed, which often reduces the cost and complexity of these systems.
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Figure 5.2: Proposed ring communication architecture

However, the iterative process involved in many distributed control algorithms means

that time delays in the communication system may sometimes have detrimental effects

on controller performance.

In typical power distribution systems, cost is the driving factor in system design.

Thus, the communication network envisioned for this particular control application

should minimize the number of necessary communication links. One way to accom-

plish this is a ring structure, such as that shown in Figure 5.2. This case provides

two links to every distribution transformer node, with the initial FR reference signal

provided only to Node #1. Since any number of link failures greater than one would

isolate a portion of the communication network, this configuration would likely need

to be robustified in practice. However, the slow convergence rate of this particular

network structure serves as a test case for the effects of severe time-delays on FR

performance.

The aforementioned effects occur when the FR reference signal varies on the same

timescale as communication delays within the network. A typical FR signal updates

at a 2-10s rate, while the physical communication infrastructure used for PEV control

will vary based on a number of factors3. If there exists a time delay of δ between

synchronized communication events that is of the same order of magnitude as the

FR signal update time, then a distributed algorithm requiring many iterations to

converge could potentially experience severe performance dropoffs.

To illustrate this phenomenon, consider a group of distribution transformers em-

3See [137], While investments in advanced metering infrastructure are curbing this trend [31],
the existing grid lacks ideal communication capabilities.
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ploying the consensus algorithm to allocate power among themselves while tracking

a reference signal. As the number of iteration steps K increases, the allocated power

tends to more accurately track the specified reference signal value. However, this

effect is counterbalanced by the increase in the size of the enforceable sampling pe-

riod, which adds discretization error to the system response. Furthermore, these

delays directly add latency to the system, causing an increased lag between signal

and response.

Thus, the number of iterations taken by the consensus algorithm for approximate

convergence has a significant effect on the controller performance. The next section

focuses on ways to quantify the trade-off between accuracy and latency of the system

response.

5.4 PEV Fleet Performance

This section examines the achievable performance of a fleet of PEVs employing

consensus-based control. In order to draw a fair comparison, the PJM Interconnect

Demand Response Regulation Market is used as an example scoring criterion (for a

thorough discussion of the PJM market, see Section 2.4, previous literature [142], or

the original operational guidelines [35,36]).

The FR market structure incentivizes participants to achieve the highest perfor-

mance scores possible. Using the consensus-based controller defined in Section 5.2,

deviations of aggregate PEV power from the reference signal (and therefore reductions

in the performance scores) arise due to the communication delay effects identified in

Section 5.3.

Conceptually, the performance of the consensus algorithm in the presence of com-

munication delays involves a trade-off, because increasing the number of algorithm

iterations K elicits a response that more accurately tracks the input values, but also

causes larger delays between sampled values, decreasing the resolution of the resulting

response. Quantitatively, the controller performance is dictated by the convergence

rate of the consensus algorithm ρ, which is defined in [135] as

ρ = sup
x(0)6=x∗

lim
t→∞

( ||x(t)− x∗||2
||x(0)− x∗||2

)1/t
(5.9)

where x∗ = limt→∞ x(t). If the eigenvalues of the matrix Γ are ordered in magnitude

{λ1, ..., λN}, then a well-known result from [135] states that the convergence rate ρ is
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Figure 5.3: Results of the PJM RegD Qualification Test using K = 10 iterations of
the consensus algorithm. The limited number of iteration means that the
consensus algorithm approximates the correct value with some error, but
this is counterbalanced by the low delay between input and response.

equal to the magnitude of the second largest eigenvalue4, denoted λ2. Thus, in the

case of the proposed PEV charging setup, the rate of convergence of the consensus

algorithm is related to the structure of the communication system connecting the

distribution transformers.

For the ring communication topology shown in Figure 5.2, the eigenvalues of Γ

depend only on the number of distribution transformers in the network N . As the

number of nodes increases, λ2 also increases, and the transformers take longer to

arrive at the correct values of yi and zi (within a fixed error tolerance).

One way to test the performance capabilities of the proposed PEV charging algo-

rithm is to simulate system behavior using a Monte Carlo approach. This provides an

estimate of the achievable PJM Qualification Test scores. The simulation parameters

are as follows. Consider a distribution system of M = 8 distribution transformers,

each with |Im| ∈ [1, 5] PEVs per transformer. Each vehicle has a maximum charge

rate of πi ∈ [1.5, 2.5] kW. The transformers communication topology is shown in Fig-

ure 5.2, in which distribution transformer #1 receives a FR signal from the market

4The formulation of Γ as a doubly-stochastic matrix implies that its largest positive eigenvalue
λ1 is equal to unity, and that all other eigenvalues are real with a magnitude strictly less than 1.
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Figure 5.4: Another PJM RegD Qualification Test, this time with K = 20 iterations.
The PEVs converge to a more accurate value of the assigned power, but
do so with larger time delays.

operator, and all transformers are connected in a ring layout. For this particular set

of simulations, the time delay between synchronized communication events is set at

δ = 2 seconds. While the exact time delay within a communication network will vary

considerably depending on the chosen communication technology and the correspond-

ing data transmission rate, scalability, device compatibility, etc. [48], this delay value

represents the upper end of plausible time delays, and thus serves as a worst-case

scenario for testing purposes.

Using the preceding parameters, a set of Monte Carlo simulations was conducted

for various values of K, the maximum number of consensus algorithm iterations.

Examples of the aggregate PEV load compared to the reference Qualification Test

signal are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Using 100 simulations for each K value, the

PJM Qualification Test scores are enumerated in Table 5.1.

There are several trends that can be identified in the data. Foremost, as expected,

the Delay score directly correlates to the number of iterations K of the consensus al-

gorithm. This score decreases as the number of iterations increases. Less obviously,

the Accuracy score also decreases as the number of iterations increases. While using

more iterations causes the assigned PEV aggregate power to more accurately approx-
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Figure 5.5: The evolution of the ym[k]/zm[k] calculation at each transformer.

Table 5.1: Qualification Test scores
K Accuracy Delay Precision Aggregate
5 0.9879 0.9893 0.8183 0.9318

10 0.9649 0.9627 0.8042 0.9106
15 0.9422 0.9271 0.7133 0.8609
20 0.9308 0.8740 0.6091 0.8046

imate the sampled values of the reference signal, the reduced sampling rate enforced

by the communication delay counteracts this benefit, leading to an overall decrease in

the Accuracy metric. The Precision score also experiences a drop-off as the number

of iterations increases, due to the corresponding increase in response delay and the

errors between the reference and output signals that result.

5.4.1 Individual transformer analysis

Besides the ability of the aggregate PEV load to track a reference signal, it is

also important that the individual transformers are assigned a power commensurate

with the expected value given in (5.8). For instance, consider Figure 5.5. While the

aggregate power quickly converges to the reference value, it takes considerably more

iterations before the individual ym[k]/zm[k] values match the final y∗/z∗ quantity.
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Table 5.2: Error summary (per transformer)
K Average error per time-step Total error
5 1.42 kW 3.36 kWh

10 0.57 kW 1.30 kWh
15 0.16 kW 0.74 kWh
20 0.04 kW 0.16 kWh

This phenomenon is due to the transformer communication topology. Nodes that

are more closely connected to Transformer #1, which receives the broadcast signal s,

tend to initially overestimate values of ym[k], while the more distantly connected nodes

tend to underestimate this same value. This issue is exacerbated as the degree of the

vertex set V increases, i.e. as more transformers join the network while maintaining

the original ring communication topology.

These system dynamics imply that the proposed consensus-based approach may

consistently under- or over-assign power to certain transformers if the number of

consensus algorithm iterations is not sufficiently high. For example, consider Ta-

ble 5.2, which summarizes the average error between the calculated value from the

term ym[K]/zm[K] × p̄m and the exact solution y∗/z∗ × p̄m, using the data set from

the Monte Carlo simulations discussed previously. The results are averaged across all

distribution transformers in the system.

As expected, Table 5.2 displays a clear trend of decreasing error in individual

transformer power assignment as the number of iterations K of the consensus al-

gorithm increases. Since these errors are enforced by the communication topology,

transformers have a consistent positive or negative bias in their calculations. If uncor-

rected, these errors would be passed on to the PEV fleet, where some vehicles would

be undercharged at their given deadline, while other vehicles would complete charg-

ing faster than expected, removing them from the controllable pool and reducing FR

capacity. Thus, while increasing the number of iterations of the consensus algorithm

may negatively impact the achievable performance scores for a fleet of PEVs when

communication delays are included, the counter effect is that it eliminates inaccu-

racies in the power assigned to specific transformers, ensuring a more appropriate

distribution of the assigned power.
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5.5 Conclusion

Plug-in electric vehicles represent a new source of potential flexibility for power

system operators. However, in order to utilize these resources, care must be taken

in the choice of the control algorithm used to regulate vehicle power. This chapter

examines the use of the average consensus algorithm in a PEV charging setting, and

presents a distributed control methodology that causes aggregate PEV power con-

sumption to track a specified reference signal at the fast timescales (2-10s) typically

required for frequency regulation support.

It was shown that there exist trade-offs between accuracy and latency of the

resulting PEV response, specifically when considering the presence of communication

delay in the system. It is also shown that the proposed control architecture achieves

performance scores that would qualify the aggregate PEV fleet for participation in an

existing frequency regulation market, although the performance tends to degrade as

communication delays increase. The next chapter, therefore, will focus on a controller

design that is less affected by the communication capabilities of the system.
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CHAPTER VI

Signal Tracking Methods for a Plug-in Electric

Vehicle Fleet in a Constrained Communication

Environment

6.1 Introduction

Chapters IV and V both consider the process of coordinated electric vehicle charg-

ing. Chapter IV examines ways to prevent transformer overloading, and the grid level

effects that this type of control imparts on the distribution system, in terms of power

fluctuations and changes in voltage profiles. Chapter V broadens the scope of the

PEV charge scheduling problem to include not only transformer overload mitigation,

but also the ability to track a signal for frequency regulation purposes. Using a ver-

sion of the average consensus algorithm, it was shown that a PEV fleet can be made

to track a reference signal while adhering to grid constraints. However, it was also

revealed that excessive communication needs can detrimentally affect the aggregate

PEV fleet performance when the consensus algorithm is employed. Thus, considera-

tion of the communication network limitations was shown to be crucial to achieving

optimal controller performance.

This chapter introduces a novel framework for controlling a fleet of PEVs that

considers communication limitations as a fundamental part of the controller design.

Using an assumption of a limited-bandwidth environment, a discrete-time optimal

controller is proposed that can regulate a fleet of electric vehicles to track a refer-

ence signal. In addition to reference tracking, the controller considers two additional

objectives - the vehicle owners’ desire to have a fully charged battery, and the sys-

tem operator’s goal of limiting transformer overloading. Then, using a mathematical

formulation developed in [37], an additional constraint is introduced that models a

bandwidth-limited communication channel. Finally, the controller is reformulated in
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a model-predictive control (MPC) approach, in order to eliminate dependence on a

priori knowledge of the reference signal.

6.1.1 Previous Literature

Past studies have investigated the use of PEV regulation to achieve a variety

of control objectives (for an overview of the relevant literature, see [139]). At the

transmission level, the goal is typically to shift PEV load to off-peak hours in order to

avoid added congestion on the network. Load shaping techniques have been developed

using Nash equilibrium concepts [39, 83], as well as using optimization tools such as

sequential quadratic programming [140]. At the distribution level, researchers have

designed control strategies to reduce system losses [22, 25, 113, 120], avoid voltage

degradation [120], and prevent transformer overloading [55].

Given the sensitivity of the lithium-ion batteries used in PEVs to both over- and

under-charging [79], as well as the cost of these components, battery health is of

paramount concern to vehicle owners. Control algorithms that ignore battery degra-

dation effects can significantly affect their longevity [128], and thus control objectives

that minimize battery damage have also been considered [7, 119,128].

The focus of this chapter lies on matching the aggregate power consumption of a

group of electric vehicles to a reference signal, in order to provide DR capabilities.

This generalized reference signal could represent the variability in power output of a

wind or solar farm that contracts with the PEV fleet for balancing services. Alterna-

tively, it could be a signal that is broadcast to PEVs providing ancillary services such

as frequency regulation or spinning reserves. Regardless of the specific application,

the control objective in this situation is to track the reference signal with as high a

degree of accuracy as possible.

An overview of PEV reference tracking is discussed in [16]. Different controller

topologies have been used to achieve the tracking objective. For example, [67] uses ad-

justments of a deadband around the desired PEV battery state-of-charge trajectory to

influence aggregate charging behavior. In [133], the authors use a joint-optimization

problem to determine both real and reactive PEV load setpoints. A hierarchical con-

trol structure is proposed in [72] to adapt PEV charging in a manner that buffers

variability in wind farm generation. Optimal power flow formulations have also been

employed [45] to control PEVs in a frequency regulation scenario by considering the

additional storage potential of the vehicle batteries.

It is crucial that PEV controllers incorporate communication limitations into their

designs. Previous studies have proposed several ways to accomplish this goal. Com-
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munication capabilities for PEVs are discussed in [2], which also describes a charging

algorithm based on quality-of-service principals that specifically adresses PEVs in a

wireless communication setting. In [138], the authors use frequency measurements

at local transformers to provide controller input while limiting external communica-

tion. The authors in [124] utilize a one-way communication scheme and use statistical

methods and queuing theory to approximate the expected PEV power response. A

communication hierarchy is proposed in [130] that reduces the necessary communi-

cation requirements, although the resulting optimization function is non-convex and

must be solved using convex relaxation techniques.

6.1.2 Organization

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 rigorously defines

the PEV reference tracking problem. Section 6.3 describes the optimal controller

formulation and resultant cost function and constraints. Section 6.4 introduces the

communication limitations of the distribution network. Section 6.5 develops the MPC

formulation of the controller. Section 6.7 summarizes the findings and suggests future

directions of research.

6.2 Reference Tracking Problem Setup

Consider a population of N plug-in electric vehicles connected to the distribution

grid and supplied by a common substation transformer, as shown in Figure 6.1. A

vehicle aggregator must dispatch the PEV loads in a manner such that the aggregate

vehicle power consumption tracks a reference signal broadcast to the aggregator, while

also adhering to vehicle battery charging requirements, as well as limitations on the

distribution equipment providing power to the PEVs.

The tracking problem occurs over some time interval k ∈ [1, K]. The states of

the system xi(k), i ∈ I = {1, 2, ..., N} correspond to the normalized state-of-charge

(SoC) of the ith vehicle’s battery at time k, with

xi(k) ∈ [0, 1], ∀k ∈ [1, K] (6.1)

Let the inputs to the system

ui(k) ∈ [0, 1], ∀k ∈ [1, K] (6.2)

be the normalized charging rates corresponding to vehicle i at time k. Note that the
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Figure 6.1: The power system topology for PEVs charging on the distribution grid.
Each vehicle i connect to the grid through its EVSE, which is rated to a
certain power level πi. The inputs to the system is the normalized charg-
ing power ui(k) drawn by vehicle at time k. The distribution transformers
that provide power to the vehicles have a fixed capacity Cm and a time-
varying background demand dm(k). Note that this is the same charging
setup utilized in Chapter V, Figure 5.1.

restriction on ui as a non-negative quantity implies that vehicle-to-grid charging is

prohibited.

The remaining vehicle parameters are as follows - πi is the maximum charge rate

of vehicle i (in kW), βi denotes the size of battery of vehicle i (in kWh), and ηi is

the charging efficiency of the EVSE supplying power to vehicle i. Finally, ∆k is the

interval between timesteps k, expressed in fractions of an hour.

6.2.1 State equations

Given the above notation, it is possible to formulate a state-space representation

of the system as follows. The state equation describing how each vehicle battery’s

SoC evolves is given by

xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + γiui(k) (6.3)

with

γi =
πiηi∆k

βi

The state-space representation of this system is therefore

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) (6.4)
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Table 6.1: Notation
N Number of vehicles

I The set of PEVs, cardinality N

[1, K] Time horizon

xi(k) State-of-charge of vehicle i at time k (the states)

ui(k) Normalized charging rate of vehicle i at time k (the inputs)

πi Maximum charging rate of vehicle i (in kW)

βi Capacity of the battery pack of vehicle i (in kWh)

ηi Efficiency of the EVSE supplying power to vehicle i

∆k Interval between timesteps, expressed in fractions of an hour

M Number of distribution transformers

dm(k) Background demand on transformer m at time k (in kW)

Dm(k) Total demand on transformer m at time k (in kW)

Cm Capacity of transformer m (in kW)

with

x(k) =
[
x1(k) x2(k) ... xN(k)

]ᵀ
(6.5)

u(k) =
[
u1(k) u2(k) ... uN(k)

]ᵀ
(6.6)

A = IN×N (6.7)

B = diag
( [
γ1 γ2 ... γN

] )
(6.8)

6.2.2 Desired charging trajectory

Each vehicle i enters the network with an initial SoC xi,0 ∈ [0, 1). Upon arrival,

each vehicle provides its desired final SoC at time K, denoted xi,f ∈ (xi,0, 1]. As-

sume that the average desired power ui,d required to achieve xi,f does not violate the

capabilities of the vehicle’s charging equipment, i.e.

ui,d =
(xi,f − xi,0)βi

ηiK∆k
≤ πi (6.9)

Finally, define x0 and xf , the initial and final SoC vectors, respectfully, as

x0 =
[
x1,0 x2,0 ... xN,0

]ᵀ
(6.10)

xf =
[
x1,f x2,f ... xN,f

]ᵀ
(6.11)
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6.2.3 Distribution transformers

The network consists of M distribution transformers that provide power to the

PEVs (see Figure 6.1). Let Im ⊆ I denotes the set of PEVs attached to transformer

m ∈ [1,M ], with each vehicle assigned to a single transformer such that

Im1 ∩ Im2 = ∅, ∀m1 6= m2 (6.12)

Each distribution transformer has a capacity of Cm (in kW), and a time-varying

background demand denoted by dm(k). Defining the total load at transformer m as

Dm(k), and assuming that no transformer may be overloaded at any timestep leads

to the following constraint

Dm(k) =
∑
i∈Im

πiui(k) + dm(k) ≤ Cm, ∀m, k (6.13)

6.2.4 Demand response signal

Before the control period begins, the vehicle aggregator must specify two quanti-

ties:

• S̄ > 0 denotes the average load the the PEVs will draw during the time period

[1,K]

• S̃ > 0 denotes the magnitude of (symmetrical) up/down regulation that the

PEVs will provide

Both quantities are given in kW.

During the control period, the aggregator is supplied with a normalized signal,

denoted σ(k), which is bounded such that

σ(k) ∈ [−1, 1], ∀k ∈ [1, K] (6.14)

The vehicle aggregator then scales the normalized signal as follows

S(k) = S̄ + S̃σ(k) (6.15)

where S(k) is the total load requested of the PEVs at timestep k, hereafter referred

to as the reference signal (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: The reference signal S(k) as described in Section 6.2.4. The normalized

signal σ(k) (in this case a sine wave) is scaled by a factor S̃, after which
an offset S̄ is applied.

6.2.5 Control Objective

The PEV reference tracking problem, as defined in this section, is a threefold

challenge. First, the aggregate vehicle load at timestep k,
∑

i∈I πiui(k), must match

the reference signal S(k) as closely as possible. Second, the final SoC of each vehicle

battery xi(K) must match the desired value xi,f as closely as possible. Third, the

restriction on transformer overloading given by Equation (6.13) must be observed

over the full time horizon.

Section 6.3 proposes a controller design that solves this problem without consid-

ering communication limitations. Section 6.4 then introduces additional constraints

that model reduced-communication capabilities.

6.3 Optimal controller formulation

The initial controller formulation assumes that the vehicle aggregator possesses a

priori knowledge of the reference signal S(k) and the background demand dm(k) for

all time k ∈ [1, K] and all transformers m ∈ [1,M ].

6.3.1 Capacity Bid

As detailed in Section 6.2.4, the vehicle aggregator must specify both the ex-

pected average PEV load S̄ and the flexibility in this load S̃. Since the aggregator

has access to the average desired power of each vehicle ui,d, the calculation of S̄ is

straightforward.

S̄ =
∑
i∈I

ui,d (6.16)
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The flexibility bid S̃ represents the largest symmetrical change in load that the vehicle

fleet can supply. Therefore this quantity is limited by either the up- or down- regu-

lation capability of the fleet, whichever is smaller. The flexibility bid is determined

by maximum charging rate of each vehicle’s EVSE and its expected average charging

rate.

S̃ = min
(∑
i∈I

(πi − ui,d),
∑
i∈I

ui,d

)
(6.17)

6.3.2 Cost Function

A discrete-time optimal controller is used to determine the sequence of inputs

u =
[
u(1)ᵀ u(2)ᵀ ... u(N)ᵀ

]ᵀ
that achieves the goals enumerated in Section 6.2.5.

The cost function is given by

J =
K∑
k=1

{(∑
i∈I

πiui(k)− S(k)
)ᵀ

R
(∑
i∈I

πiui(k)− S(k)
)}

+
(
x(K)− xf

)ᵀ
Q
(
x(K)− xf

)
(6.18)

The solution for u must adhere to the system dynamics described by Equation (6.4),

as well as the limits on the states and inputs provided by Equation (6.1) and Equa-

tion (6.2) and the constraints on transformer overloading given in Equation (6.13).

The weighting terms in the cost function J are as follows. R > 0 is a scalar that

penalizes deviations of the total vehicle power from the desired signal S(k), and Q is

an N ×N diagonal matrix with elements Q1, Q2, ..., QN > 0 that penalizes deviations

of the vehicle battery SoC from the desired final value.

6.3.3 Replacing transformer constraint

In practice, the limitation on distribution transformer overloading given in Equa-

tion (6.13) may be overly conservative and unnecessarily restrict the feasible solution

space. Transformer aging is exacerbated when excessive hot-spot temperatures are

applied to a transformer’s insulation [13]. However, because the copper mass of the

transformer acts as a low-pass filter between instantaneous power and temperature,

it is possible to overload a transformer temporarily without causing overheating, pro-

vided that the delivered power eventually drops back below the transformer capacity.

Therefore, it is useful to replace the constraint given by Equation (6.13) with a term

in the cost function that penalizes transformer temperature violations instead.
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The thermal dynamics of a distribution transformer differ depending on the type

of fluid used for cooling and the geometry of the transformer [42]. These dynamics can

be approximated by a first-order differential equation in which the continuous-time

temperature Tm(t) of transformer m is largely driven by i2R losses in the windings

and cooled by the ambient air temperature through Newton’s law of cooling.

Ṫm(t) =
1

C

(
Dm(t)2Rc −

Tm(t)− Ta
R

)
(6.19)

where Ta denotes the ambient air temperature, R and C are thermal constants associ-

ated with the transformer geometry and cooling fluid, and Rc is the pseudo-resistance

of the copper windings (adjusted for the voltage level of the transformer).

These dynamics are inherently non-linear; however, for the purposes of this con-

troller they can be linearized around an operating point in the manner suggested

in [55]. Assume every transformer has a specified maximum temperature above which

transformer degradation begins to occur, defined as

Tmaxm := lim
t→∞, Dm(t)=Cm

Tm(t) (6.20)

Then the deviation in transformer temperature δTm(k) above or below the maxi-

mum allowable temperature Tmaxm is given by the following linearized and discretized

equation

δTm(k + 1) = τδTm(k) + λ
(
Dm(k)− Cm

)
(6.21)

where the parameters τ and λ are functions of R, C, Rc and ∆k describing the

linearized and discretized thermo-electrical dynamics of the transformer, and the

load dynamics are considered with respect to their deviation above or below the

transformer capacity limit Cm.

One way to express the new control objective is through a minimax formula-

tion, in which the goal is to minimize the maximum temperature at any distribution

transformer at timestep k.

min

{
max

{
δT1(k), . . . , δTM(k)

}}
(6.22)

Note that this formulation does not prevent transformer overheating. Instead, it en-

courages the controller to even out loading dynamics across the population of trans-

formers, such that no particular transformer experiences excessive overheating. Given

that transformer aging effects tend to increase exponentially as transformer temper-
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ature rises [13], this approach is one way to reduce total damage to the distribution

system.

Equation 6.22 is equivalent to the following optimization problem, in which the

variable zk represents the highest temperature deviation δTm(k) of any of the trans-

formers at time k
min zk

such that δTm(k) ≤ zk, ∀m
(6.23)

By including the vector z =
[
z1 z2 . . . zK

]ᵀ
with the original cost function,

the updated cost function becomes

J =
K∑
k=1

{(∑
i∈I

πiui(k)− S(k)
)ᵀ

R
(∑
i∈I

πiui(k)− S(k)
)}

+
(
x(K)− xf

)ᵀ
Q
(
x(K)− xf

)
+ Ωz (6.24)

where the term Ω denotes a 1 × K weighting vector that penalizing transformer

overloading at each timestep, with elements Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,ΩK > 0. This cost function is

subject to the temperature dynamics described by Equation (6.21), and must adhere

to the limits on the states and inputs provided by Equation (6.1) and Equation (6.2)

as well as the system dynamics described by Equation (6.4).

6.4 Constrained communication

It is important to take communication capabilities into account when designing

PEV charge scheduling schemes. One way to do this is to consider the case in which

the communication network that interfaces between the vehicle aggregator and the

PEVs is a constrained system, such that the number of vehicles that can receive a

command at any timestep k is limited by some bandwidth 0 < b < N . In [37], the

authors developed a novel control method to account for this additional constraint, in

order to schedule commands on a microcontroller with a limited-bandwidth communi-

cation bus. While the timescales of control and the physical means of communication

are different for the PEV reference tracking application, it is possible to use a sim-

ilar approach to determine an optimal control sequence for the PEVs in a limited

communication environment.

In this case, the binary variable δi(k) is used to denote whether vehicle i receives

a new control input at time k. If δi(k) = 1, then the vehicle receives a new power

setpoint command, otherwise the vehicle charger maintains the setpoint from the
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Figure 6.3: An example load profile and communication sequence associated with Ve-
hicle #1 for a scenario with N = 8 vehicles and bandwidth of b = 2. The
power setpoint u1(k) of Vehicle #1 (upper plot) is adjusted only dur-
ing the timesteps when a communication pulse (bottom plot) is received;
otherwise the charging rate remains at its previously set value.

previous step (see Figure 6.3).

The optimal control sequence for the constrained communication environment is

determined by minimizing the cost function given in Equation (6.24) with the follow-

ing additional constraints in place, using a similar formulation to the one proposed

in [37]. ∑
i∈I

δi(k) = b (6.25)

δi(k) ∈ {0, 1} (6.26)

δi(k) = 0 =⇒ ui(k) = ui(k − 1) (6.27)

Using the process developed in [8], the logical constraint in Equation (6.27) can
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be converted to the following equality.

ui(k)− ui(k − 1) = δi(k)ui(k)− δi(k)ui(k − 1) (6.28)

This equality constraint contains products of binary and continuous variables. The

well-known technique developed in [8] can now be applied to replace these products

with two corresponding variables.

ξi(k) = δi(k)ui(k) (6.29)

oi(k) = δi(k)ui(k − 1) (6.30)

Considering the constraints on the normalized input u listed in Equation (6.2),

the equality constraint given by Equation (6.28) can now be rewritten as a set of

inequality constraints. 

ξi(k) ≤ Lδi(k)

ξi(k) ≥ `δi(k)

ξi(k) ≤ ui(k)− `
(
1− δi(k)

)
ξi(k) ≤ ui(k)− L

(
1− δi(k)

)
(6.31)

and 

oi(k) ≤ Lδi(k)

oi(k) ≥ `δi(k)

oi(k) ≤ ui(k − 1)− `
(
1− δi(k)

)
oi(k) ≥ ui(k − 1)− L

(
1− δi(k)

)
(6.32)

where ` and L denote the lower and upper limits, respectively, on the normalized

input ui(k). The constraint on ui(k) given by Equation (6.2) implies that these limits

are as follows: ` = 0, L = 1.

Using the notation

δ(k) =
[
δ1(k) δ2(k) ... δN(k)

]ᵀ
(6.33)

∆ =
[
δ(1)ᵀ δ(2)ᵀ ... δ(K)ᵀ

]ᵀ
(6.34)

ξ(k) =
[
ξ1(k) ξ2(k) ... ξN(k)

]ᵀ
(6.35)
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Ξ =
[
ξ(1)ᵀ ξ(2)ᵀ ... ξ(K)ᵀ

]ᵀ
(6.36)

o(k) =
[
o1(k) o2(k) ... oN(k)

]ᵀ
(6.37)

O =
[
o(1)ᵀ o(2)ᵀ ... o(K)ᵀ

]ᵀ
(6.38)

V =


u

∆

Ξ

O

z

 (6.39)

the problem can be reformulated using a new objective function of the form

min
ui(k),δi(k)

1

2
VᵀHV + FᵀV (6.40)

The PEV charge scheduling in a constrained communication environment becomes a

mixed-integer quadratic programming problem of the order (4×K×N)+K, subject

to the constraints listed in Equations (6.1), (6.2), (6.4) (6.21), (6.25), (6.26), (6.31),

and (6.32).

6.5 Model-predictive control formulation

The previous formulations rely on perfect prediction of the demand response sig-

nal S(k) as well as the demand on each transformer d(k). In practice however, the

signal broadcast by the market operator is only known for the given timestep, without

anticipatory knowledge of future signal data points1. Given this situation, a receding

horizon model predictive control (MPC) formulation is proposed, in which the con-

troller calculates the least costly trajectory over a horizon of h = 1, . . . , H timesteps

based on the current information from the demand response signal, but only imple-

ments the first step of this solution before recalculating a new trajectory at the next

timestep. For an overview of MPC in a constrained communication environment,

see [18, 37].

1While future market signal values are unknown, future values for the transformer background
demand may be more predictable based on historical load curves, weather patterns, etc., but a more
robust controller design will not be dependent on such information. Thus it is assumed that at time
k, the quantities S(k + h) and d(k + h) are unknown for all future timesteps h ≥ 1.
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6.5.1 Calculating desired State-of-Charge Trajectory

Since the MPC controller operates over a control horizon that is shorter than the

total time horizon K, it is necessary to first calculate the desired SoC trajectory xi,d

for each vehicle. The desired SoC for vehicle i at timestep k is given by

xi,d(k) = xi,0 +
(
xi,f

k

K

)
(6.41)

with

xd(k) =
[
x1,d(k) x2,d(k) . . . xN,d(k)

]ᵀ
(6.42)

6.5.2 MPC Formulation

The goal of the MPC formulation is to determine at timestep k the optimal virtual

control sequence û and virtual communication sequence δ̂ that minimize the cost

function J over the time horizon from k + 1 to k + H. The revised cost function is

given by

J =
H∑
h=1

{(∑
i∈I

πiûi(k + h)− Ŝ(k + h)
)ᵀ

R
(∑
i∈I

πiûi(k + h)− Ŝ(k + h)
)}

+(
x̂(k +H)− xd(k +H)

)ᵀ
Q
(
x̂(k +H)− xd(k +H)

)
+ Ωz (6.43)

subject to constraints on the virtual inputs and states

û(k + h) ∈ [0, 1] (6.44)

x̂(k + h) ∈ [0, 1] (6.45)

as well as binary constraints on the virtual communication sequence

δ̂i(k + h) ∈ {0, 1} (6.46)

and the state-space dynamics described by

x̂(h+ 1) = Ax̂+Bû (6.47)
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The optimization problem is further subject to the previously discussed bandwidth

limitations ∑
i∈I

δ̂i(k + h) = b (6.48)

and logical constraints that account for when a communication pulse δ̂i is zero.

δ̂i(k + 1) = 0 =⇒ ûi(k + 1) = ui(k) (6.49)

δ̂i(k + h+ 1) = 0 =⇒ ûi(k + h+ 1) = ûi(k + h) (6.50)

Equations (6.49) and (6.50) can be rewritten as a set of inequality constraints us-

ing the same process detailed in Section 6.4. Finally, the inequality constraint that

determines the transformer temperature at time k + h is included.

δT̂ (k + h) ≤ zk+h (6.51)

Note that in the absence of predictive information regarding the demand response

signal Ŝ(k+h) and transformer demand d̂m(k+h), the assumption is that the current

information from the demand response signal and transformer demand is sustained

over the horizon H. Ŝ(k + h) = S(k)

d̂m(k + h) = dm(k)
(6.52)

Using the MPC approach, once the virtual control sequence û and virtual com-

munication sequence δ̂ are calculated, only the inputs for the next timestep k+ 1 are

implemented

u(k + 1) = û(k + 1) (6.53)

δ(k + 1) = δ̂(k + 1) (6.54)

The process is then repeated, and the cost function is reevaluated at time k + 1

with updated values for the states x0(k+1) and the demand response signal S(k+1).

6.6 Case Study

This section illustrates the proposed PEV charging controller using the MPC

version of the communication-constrained controller detailed in the previous section.
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The simulation parameters are enumerated in Table 6.2. The raw signal σ(k)

is obtained from the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnect (PJM) RegD

demand response frequency regulation self-test signal [105]. This waveform is used

to analyze the capability of a demand response load to respond to rapid setpoint

changes, and provides a realistic reference for the PEV controller. The scaling factors

S̄ and S̃ are determined by the vehicle aggregator using the calculations specified in

Equations (6.16) and (6.17), respectively.

Table 6.2: Simulation parameters

N = 20

K = 1200

∆K = .00055 hr (or 2 sec)

b = 2

πi ∈ [3,5] kW (randomized)

xi,f = 0.20

βi = 8 kWh

ηi = 0.94

M = 4

Tmax = 110◦C2

The transformers providing power to the vehicles also service a background de-

mand dm(k), which is sinusoidal with the demand on transformers #1 and #3 set

180◦ degrees out of phase of the demand on transformers #2 and #4, in order to

demonstrate the controller’s ability to shift load at peak times. Figure 6.4 shows the

reference signal S(k) and the aggregate power of all 20 vehicles. Note that, in general,

the aggregate load is capable of tracking the reference signal with a high degree of

accuracy. The periods when the aggregate power does not match the reference signal

(such as 08:00 - 14:00) correspond to points when transformer temperatures are high,

leading the controller to reduce PEV load at these times.

The charging profile of Vehicle i = 5 is shown in Figure 6.5. The communication

pulses shown in the bottom plot of the figure illustrate that the vehicle aggregator

only occasionally updates the charging setpoint of Vehicle 5. Despite this, the charger

is able to keep the vehicle’s SoC profile in close proximity to the desired trajectory,

while simultaneously participating in reference tracking and taking into consideration

the temperature dynamics of Transformer #1.

2IEEE Standard [13] specifies that the reference temperature for <100 MVA-rated oil-immersed
transformers should be calculated as 65◦C above the expected winding temperature of 45◦C, hence
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Figure 6.4: Reference tracking abilities of the PEV load

Figure 6.6 shows the total load profile and temperature dynamics of Transformers

#1 and #2. Because the background demand on the two transformers is 180◦ out

of phase, the aggregator shifts PEV load between the two transformers, depending

on which one has a lower temperature. In this manner, the controller helps to pre-

vent transformer overloading and unnecessary aging, while still accommodating the

previously discussed control objectives.

6.7 Conclusion

Adding plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) load to existing power system infrastructure

will necessitate new controller designs that coordinate vehicle charging, in order to

prevent detrimental effects and to provide useful services to the grid. A generalized

service that PEVs can provide is reference tracking, in which the vehicles’ aggregate

power is matched to an externally provided signal. Vehicles participating in such

a regime must also consider the limitations of power system equipment, as well as

vehicle owners’ battery charging deadlines, when determining an appropriate charge

scheduling algorithm. This chapter proposes a controller design that accomplishes all

three objectives.

Furthermore, the PEV controller must take into account the limited communi-

the choice of 110◦C for Tmax.
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Figure 6.5: The state-of-charge, load profile, and communication sequence associated
with Vehicle i = 5. Despite the fact that the vehicle aggregator only
occasionally communicates with the vehicle to update its charging set-
point u5(k) (bottom plot), the vehicle is capable of staying close to its
specified SoC trajectory (top plot) while simultaneously using its load to
participate in reference tracking (middle plot as well as Figure 6.4).

cation capabilities between PEVs. The proposed controller design uses additional

constraints in the problem formulation to account for a bandwidth limited commu-
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Figure 6.6: The load profile (upper and middle plots) and resulting temperature dy-
namics (lower plot) for two of the transformers providing power to the
PEVs. The background demands of Transformers #1 and #2 (dotted
green traces) are sinusoidal and 180◦ out of phase. Note that the con-
troller tends to “valley fill,” that is, add PEV load when a particular
transformer has a low background demand, and reduce PEV load when
background demand rises, thus preventing overheating of either trans-
former.
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nication channel. The controller is then reformulated as a model-predictive control

problem in order to account for unknown future values of the reference signal. Finally,

a case study is presented to illustrate the controller performance during a realistic

PEV charging scenario.
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusion

Changes to the generation side of electrical power systems are forcing engineers to

develop new and creative ways to maintain power system operability. A key technol-

ogy that will help achieve this goal is demand response (DR), in which participating

resources adjust their load in order to add flexibility to the system. This dissertation

explores issues that occur when DR is employed at very fast (< 1 min) timescales.

Broadly, it is divided into two parts - Chapters II and III examine the use of DR

in a commercial building heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system,

while Chapters IV, V, and VI develop control strategies for groups of plug-in electric

vehicles (PEVs) providing DR services. While the two application vary substantially

in prevalence, current energy expenditure, and speed of response, both experience

challenges when attempting to adjust load at fast timescales. The main conclusions

and directions of future work for each application are as follows.

7.1 Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

Commercial HVAC systems are composed of several interrelated control loops that

make adjustment of the electrical load a complex process. Chapter II explains a typ-

ical commercial HVAC system layout, including the main components of the system

and the supporting communication and control architecture. It then discusses the

proposed ways of adjusting HVAC load in a predictable manner (fan speed offset,

supply pressure or mass flow set-point offset, thermostat set-point offset), and sum-

marizes past attempts, both in simulation and experiment, to achieve this objective.

Then, utilizing an open-loop controller design and the thermostat offset approach,

experimental results are presented in which a testbed building attempts to track test

signals and historical data from a frequency regulation market. While it is shown

that the chosen control design does not score as well as previous efforts, differences
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between tests, especially the much higher magnitude of observed changes in power,

suggest that the performance gap is not as stark as the numbers alone may suggest.

Furthermore, the ability of the temperature offset method to enforce specific limita-

tions on occupant comfort, a crucial operational benefit that is not provided by the

other control methods, is discussed in detail.

While Chapter II focuses on the achievable performance of a commercial building

employing DR, Chapter III examines the cost of control, in terms of excess energy us-

age, that can occur when buildings engage in DR services. The chapter first presents

the energy expenditure data from the experiments in Chapter II, which show a trend

of increased energy use versus comparable days when no control occurs. A battery

analogy is then presented, which likens the observed energy expenditure to the losses

incurred when charging and discharging a battery. Using this model, an experimental

design is presented to test the effective round-trip efficiency of perturbing HVAC load

around a nominal setpoint. The resulting data displays a significant energy penalty

when the HVAC system is subjected to rapid changes in setpoint, even when consid-

ering errors in baseline estimation and the dynamics of chiller power consumption.

These findings are corroborated by past research efforts, both simulated and experi-

mental, which point to similar losses in efficiency. Finally, the chapter examines the

economic repercussions for a building participating in HVAC driven DR.

7.1.1 Future Directions

There are many interesting and important directions for future investigations fo-

cused on using commercial HVAC systems for fast, continuously-operated DR con-

trol. Although these chapters present some general comparisons, the diversity of

test platforms and protocols precludes detailed comparisons of control methods and

control inputs. Current and future research would greatly benefit from access to

several standard test platforms comprising real commercial buildings spanning typi-

cal commercial HVAC architectures. Furthermore, standardization of test protocols

and performance metrics, e.g. a representative sample of PJM historical RegA and

RegD signals combined with PJM performance metrics [36], would enable a more

meaningful comparison of different control methods.

Specifically with regards to the thermostat offset method discussed in this disser-

tation, another way to improve this approach is to better understand the relationship

between the broadcast change in conditioned space temperature, and the resulting

change in HVAC power consumption. Furthermore, because it is likely that this re-

lationship is altered as factors such as external temperature and internal heat load
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change throughout the day, online model identification techniques may provide a way

to account for an adjusted mapping of temperature setpoint and power.

Another area that deserves additional attention is understanding and minimiz-

ing the impact of fast-timescale DR control on HVAC energy consumption and the

economics of these forms of DR. These impacts should also be explored for other re-

sources that are being considered for these types of ancillary services; e.g., commercial

refrigeration, residential HVAC, and lighting.

7.2 Plug-in Electric Vehicles

PEVs are another candidate for DR control. The existing population of PEVs

represents an insignificant load on the grid; however, future changes in environmental

regulation and the economics of petroleum could one day spur large increases in

PEV sales. Shifting a large portion of the transportation energy burden onto the

electrical grid would have significant effects if this PEV load remained uncontrolled.

However, the challenge of controlling a PEV fleet is exacerbated by the paucity of

communication infrastructure available in a distribution system environment.

Chapters IV, V, and VI each propose a potential method of managing PEV charg-

ing in order to accomplish a specific set of goals. It is useful to compare the main

advantages and drawbacks of each controller design, in order to determine scenarios

in which each one might be most useful.

7.2.1 AIMD Control

Chapter IV examines a control algorithm known as additive-increase multiplicative

decrease (AIMD), which has very low communication requirements, to determine the

grid level effects that occur when this algorithm is employed to prevent transformer

overloading. Using simulations on a standardized distribution system model, it is

shown that AIMD can effectively prevent transformer overloading without causing

drastic changes to the voltage and power profiles of the network.

The main advantages of the AIMD control method are its minimal communication

requirements (one way, only when a capacity event has occurred) and low computa-

tional burden (determining when the capacity limit has been reached). The lack of

communication requirements also means that the algorithm scales well as the number

of vehicles in the population increases.

There are several disadvantages to using AIMD. For one, the performance of the

algorithm is reliant on the choices of the parameters α and β. Chapter IV identified
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Figure 7.1: The aggregate charging profile of a fleet of vehicles attempting to track
a reference signal using AIMD control. Note the sharp changes in load,
which correspond to capacity events on one or more of the associated
transformers.

situations in which certain values for these parameters lead to undesirable overload

on the distribution transformers. While Chapter IV does not directly discuss PEV

reference tracking using the AIMD algorithm, it is possible to use AIMD for this

purpose. However, the large changes in power that occur when a capacity event is

reached can cause a severe spiking phenomenon, as shown in Figure 7.1. This leads to

an aggregate PEV load profile that has a lower accuracy than desirable when tracking

a reference signal.

7.2.2 Average Consensus Algorithm

While Chapter IV examines a way to prevent detrimental equipment effects from

uncontrolled PEV charging, this is only part of the challenge. A fleet of PEVs that

is capable of adjusting its load in a reliable manner can be compensated in ancillary

services markets such as frequency regulation. Chapter V explores the use of the

average consensus approach, a distributed control algorithm, to not only prevent

transformer overloading, but also attempt to track aggregate vehicle charging power

to a specified reference signal. The implications of the distributed nature of the

controller, especially from a communication and latency standpoint, are discussed in

detail.

Unlike the AIMD algorithm, average consensus control is capable of allowing a
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PEV fleet to track a reference signal with a smooth aggregate power response (see

Figures 5.3 and 5.4). Similar to the AIMD algorithm, it is also capable of consider-

ing distribution transformer capacity, and dynamically assigning more PEV load to

transformers that have a larger spare capacity.

The main drawback of the consensus algorithm is its sensitivity to communication

network delays, a problem which is compounded as the number of nodes in the system

- in this case the number of distribution transformers - increases. The distributed na-

ture of the control algorithm means that increasing the nodes causes a corresponding

increase in the convergence time of the algorithm. If the communication architecture

that connects the distribution transformers is sufficiently interconnected, this prob-

lem can be avoided. However, the limited communication capabilities of a typical

distribution system suggest that this would be an atypical situation.

7.2.3 Communication-Constrained Optimal Control

It is also desirable for the PEV controller to take into account vehicle owners’

battery charging desires. Chapter VI develops a novel discrete-time optimal con-

troller design that enables PEV to track a reference signal while also considering

battery state-of-charge goals and transformer limitations. Additional constraints are

introduced that limit the number of communication events that occur at a particular

timestep, in order to model the limited communication capabilities.

Like the consensus algorithm, the proposed optimal control formulation is capable

of tracking a reference signal with a high degree of accuracy. Furthermore, like the

AIMD algorithm, it is not particularly susceptible to communication delays within

the system. Additionally, the various weighting terms in the cost function allow the

operator to prioritize specific goals - accurate reference tracking, adequate battery

charging, and prevention of transformer overload - in a flexible manner. Finally,

the communication-constrained formulation takes into account the limitations of the

communication network, and achieves sufficient performance results despite this con-

straint.

The disadvantage of the proposed optimal controller is the large computational

burden, and the fact that the complexity scales with the square of the number of

vehicles on the system. While the simulation results presented in Section 6.6 were

conducted in real time, i.e. the MPC calculation over the predicted horizon took less

time to compute than the sampling rate of the reference signal, it is possible that

a large vehicle population could experience large computational times and therefore

enforce a lower sampling rate on the incoming signal.
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7.2.4 Comparison of Controller Design

As of publication, there does not exist a standardized PEV charging scenario that

could be used to test the proposed controllers. Instead, this subsection presents a test

case that helps display the trends discussed above. The parameters of the test case

are described in Table 7.1. Using the RegD Qualification Test from the PJM Demand

Response Regulation Market [105] discussed throughout this work, the performance

scores of the three controllers are compared with various amount of communication

delay in the system. The results are displayed in Figure 7.2.

Table 7.1: Comparison Test Case Parameters
Note

N = 20 Number of PEVs

πi ∈ [3,5] kW Max charge rate of each vehicle

βi = 8 kWh Battery Capacity

ηi = 0.94 Charging Efficiency

M = 4 Number of transformers

S RegD Reference signal

As expected, the consensus algorithm displays a higher sensitivity to the commu-

nication delay than the other two algorithms. Also, the performance scores displayed

in Figure 7.2 for the consensus algorithm are higher that the scores listed in Table 5.1

because this test case includes fewer transformers, which increases the convergence

rate of the algorithm. The sensitivity of the consensus algorithm to both the number

of nodes in the system and the delay on the communication network indicates the

difficulty in implementing this controller on physical hardware.

Another trend to note is that, while both the AIMD and constrained commu-

nication controllers are similarly effected by delays, the constrained communication

controller consistently achieves higher scores than the AIMD algorithm. This is due

to the lack of spiking phenomena, and the generally smoother aggregate PEV load,

induced by the constrained communication formulation. However, this increase in

performance comes at the cost of higher computational requirements. While both

controllers can operate in a limited-communication environment, the cost and com-

plexity of the constrained communication approach could make it less desirable in

certain situations.

Overall, all three algorithms are capable of modulating PEV load to prevent detri-

mental effects on the distribution grid while simultaneously providing ancillary ser-

vices to grid operators. The choice of controllers ultimately depends on the character-
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Figure 7.2: The composite PJM performance scores for the RegD Qualification Test
for each of the proposed PEV controllers in the scenario described by Ta-
ble 7.1, as a function of the communication delays present on the network.

istics of the PEV fleet, the topology of the associated communication infrastructure,

and whether priority is given to grid-level or customer-centric concerns.

7.2.5 Future Directions

While this work adds insights into PEV controller design, there are still areas

for improvement. A new version of the AIMD algorithm could be implemented

that adjusts its control parameters by utilizing a feedback loop to observe current

performance trends. A more advanced version of the consensus algorithm could be

developed that is less suspectable to communication delays in the network. Future in-

vestigations could explore more complicated communication channel models that take

into account the specific communication infrastructure available to a PEV fleet. It

would also be interesting to explore the effect that varying the discrete-time timestep

size has on the performance of the constrained-communication control. The effects

of a bandwidth restriction become more pronounced as the time between possible

successive control input updates increases. Thus, analyzing the performance of the

algorithm as the timestep increases would better validate whether the computational

cost is worth the reduced communication requirements. Perhaps most useful would

be a comparison of the proposed algorithms on a hardware testbed to determine

performance in a realistic environment.
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